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To those who told me to build a shelter wherever 
"The purpose of models is not to fit the data but to sharpen the questions." 
- Karlin, Samuel (1923 - ), nth RA Fisher Memorial Lecture, Royal Society 20, April 1983. 
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With the start of a new millennium humankind faces environmental changes greater 
in magnitude than ever before as the scale of the problem shifts from local to regional and 
to global ones. Environmental problems such as global climate change and unsustainable 
developments in many parts of the world are evolving as major issues for the future of the 
planet and of mankind. Acidification of lakes and rivers, destruction of vital natural 
wetlands, loss of biotic integrity and habitat fragmentation, eutrophication of surface 
waters, bioaccumulation of toxic pollutants in the food web, and degradation of air quality 
contribute some of the many examples of how human-induced changes have impacted the 
Earth system. These human induced changes are stressing natural systems and reducing 
biological diversity at a rate and magnitude not experienced for millions of years (Speth 
2004). Also, anthropogenic stresses such as those associated with population growth, 
dwindling resources, chemical and biological pollution of water resources are expected to 
become more acute and costly. 
The approach to dealing with these environmental issues requires a balanced 
response in the form of an environmental management strategy. Such a response must 
utilize the best available scientific understanding and data in addition to an infrastructure 
that combines both in order to deliver sound science-based solutions to the myriad of 
environmental problems. In the Fall 2003 edition of the Battelle Environmental Updates, it 
was argued that such a response would result in a complex decision network. This 
argument must have inspired the National Science Foundation (NSF) in 2004 to propose a 
network of infrastructure called National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON). 
NEON supports continental-scale research targeted to addressing the environmental 
challenges by facilitating the study of common themes and the transfer of data and 
information across research sites (NAS, 2004). This creates a platform that enables easy 
and quick access to the environmental data needed to tackle the environmental challenges. 
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NEON is based on the same concept as grid computing. Grid computing eliminates 
the need to have all data in one place through on-demand aggregation of resources at 
multiple sites (Chetty and Buyya, 2002). This creates an enabling platform for the 
collection of more specialized data with the hope of integrating with data from other 
related areas. This has particular benefit in environmental data management and analysis 
since both data and specific processing methods are frequently exchanged and used within 
various organizations (Vckovski et al., 1996). Together, NEON and grid computing form 
the enabler for the construction of an environmental cyberinfrastructure that will permit the 
transfer of data, the specific processing methods and the inter-operability of these methods 
so as to reduce the time wasted in duplication of resources. This infrastructure is necessary 
especially in the face of unprecedented data availability. 
During the last decade, we have witnessed a tremendous development in the 
capabilities to generate and acquire environmental data to support policy and decision-
making. Advances in data collection, widespread use of miniature sensors, and the 
computerization of many government transactions for hazard mitigation and emergency 
preparedness have flooded us with large volumes of spatio-temporal data. With these and 
many other developments, our ability to generate both geospatial data and environmental 
data has outpaced our ability to organize, manage and analyze them (NAS, 2003). As a 
result, there is a need to develop and implement new and innovative techniques and tools 
that can rapidly, automatically, and intelligently transform these data and information into 
useful knowledge. The knowledge extracted from these data can be used to support 
simulative modeling of human-environmental systems and for developing sound 
environmental policies. Furthermore, the rapid and exploding growth of online 
environmental data due to the Internet and the widespread use of ecological and biological 
databases have created an immense need for intuitive knowledge discovery and data 
mining methodologies and tools. 
Data mining has evolved from the domain of statistical science to include research 
fields as diverse as machine learning, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence (Al), 
knowledge acquisition for expert systems, and data visualization (Fayyad et al., 1996). 
Each of these research fields' contribution to data mining has its own target database 
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model or data type. For instance, data visualization works better on data that has geospatial 
attributes. Consequently for a scenario that involves data of all kinds, as obtains in 
environmental studies, it becomes imperative to harness the contributions of these research 
fields to come up with a state-of-the-art data mining infrastructure. 
In today's world, where the barriers between disciplines are fast disappearing, there 
is little use for any infrastructure or model architecture that does not incorporate in its 
design diversity in data storage architecture or format. In order to get the best simulation 
possible in environmental modeling, there is need to integrate data with different storage 
formats, semantics, precision, and coordinate systems. Simoff et al. (2003) identified such 
need by proposing a framework that would provide consistent methodology that will make 
it possible to apply techniques and tools for analysis specific to each data type and then 
integrate the knowledge extracted with that from other data types. Consequently, the 
specific objectives of this study are: 
1. To develop a conceptual knowledge discovery interface (KDI) that can handle the 
various database models and data types prevalent in environmental and natural 
resource management. 
2. To design and implement a KDI by integrating geospatial and data visualization 
tools such as ArcGIS Engine with data mining functionality. 
1. 2 Thesis Organization 
The fields ofresearch relevant to this study include data mining and geographic 
information systems (GIS) and the interactions between them. Data mining in this thesis is 
used interchangeably with knowledge discovery process and knowledge discovery in 
databases (KDD). This thesis is organized as follows: chapter two provides an overview of 
the knowledge discovery process and the need for a KDI. Chapter three provides a 
conceptualization of the KDI system while chapter four includes an overview of the tools 
used in this research and a realization of the KDI system. Next it includes a discussion of 
the potential applications of the KDI. It concludes with a demonstration of the system 
implemented. Chapter five concludes the thesis with a general conclusion and discussion 
of future research directions for the synergy of GIS and the knowledge discovery process. 
CHAPTER2 
UNDERSTANDING THE NEED FOR A KDI 
2.1 Definition of an Interface 
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Often used in the context of computer systems and electronic devices, an interface 
enhances the ability of users to control the system and assess the state of the system. The 
Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defines an interface as "a means by which 
independent and often unrelated systems meet and act on or communicate with each 
other." Band and Katoh ( 1995) refers to an interface as "a functional characteristic of an 
element's interaction with other elements." In essence, an interface defines the element's 
permissible inputs, outputs, and controls. Brockschmidt (1994) defines an interface as "a 
set of semantically related functions implemented on an object." This definition implies 
that an interface is used for organization or cataloging of the functionalities of an element 
in a way that does not overwhelm the user. According to the Office of Technology 
Assessment (OTA) Report, an interface encapsulates the principles for communication 
between a program and the user or other programs (OTA, 1992). By extension, an interface 
is the external design of a program that hides the internal design or the implementation of 
the program from the user. An interface hides the complexity in a system while making it 
possible to add more dimensions to the system by defining a range of inputs, outputs and 
controls. Examples of interfaces include: the structure and formats of data; communication 
protocols within networks; control blocks shared by programs; and input/output parameters 
between programs (Band and Katoh, 1995). 
2.2 What is a knowledge discovery interface? 
A knowledge discovery interface is a type of interface that provides the means by 
which users can connect the suite of data mining tools to communicate with each other 
irrespective of their implementation and at the same time communicate with the data. KDI 
defines the range of permissible inputs, outputs and controls between the elements that 
make up the knowledge discovery process in order to encourage more participation from 
various fields of study which may not be part of the traditional data mining research 
catchment's area. 
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The knowledge discovery process is a computationally-intensive task consisting of 
complex interactions between a human and a large database, supported by heterogeneous 
suite of tools (Brachman and Anand, 1996). Consequently a knowledge discovery interface 
defines the rules for the complex interactions between not just the user and a large database 
but most importantly between the heterogeneous suite of tools and a large assortment of 
databases. It is very important that this suite of data mining tools sees the assortment of 
databases as a whole and not just as a sum of the parts since we are looking for the best 
picture. In this case, the best picture is one that takes from all sources and presents an 
output that is unique to all its sources. This is very significant because in knowledge 
discovery the object is not to look for the obvious but for some interesting pattern (Fayyad 
et al., 1996) that can be used for decision making. 
To further understand the concept of the KDI, we are going to look at some of the 
definitions of knowledge discovery in database. Koua and Kraak (2004) defines 
knowledge discovery as a higher level process using information from the data mining 
process to turn it into knowledge or integrate it with prior knowledge. They went on to 
present a more general definition borrowing from Miller and Han (2001) and Fayyad et al. 
( 1996), as "discovering and visualizing the regularities, structures and rules from data, 
discovering useful knowledge from data and for finding new knowledge." This definition 
takes into account the research area of data visualization, which hitherto has been largely 
ignored in knowledge discovery research (Lee et al., 1995). From this definition, a KDI 
provides the means of integrating the discovering of information from a database via 
statistical techniques and machine learning with visualization techniques so that the two 
work seamlessly to extract new knowledge or add to existing. 
A KDI provides the means for controlling the complex processes of extraction, 
organization and presentation of discovered information (Brachman and Anand, 1996) 
from a database. This definition encompasses the various steps in the knowledge discovery 
process. In Miller (2004) the knowledge discovery process is grouped into the following 
steps as shown in Figure 2.1: 
• data pre-processing (data selection, data cleaning and data reduction), 
• data mining (choosing the data mining task, choosing the data mining technique 
and data mining) and 

































Figure 2.1. Overview of the knowledge discovery process 
The steps are independent and therefore a KDI provides the protocol that connects the 
steps. Mitra et al. (2003) add a new dimension in their assessment of the knowledge 
discovery process as involving all that have been mentioned above plus the modeling and 
the support of the overall human machine interaction. A KDI, in short, is the connection 
between the user, the knowledge discovery tools and the data. 
2.3 Why do we need a knowledge discovery interface? 
A KDI simplifies the process of knowledge discovery by making it easy for the 
user to interact with the wealth of environmental data and the suite of data mining tools 
available. This has the potential to encourage more participants and to expand the 
knowledge input into the research field. It provides the key to a human-centered 
knowledge discovery process that Brachman and Anand (1996) emphasize since it gives 
the user control over the tools. This control is very important as advances in knowledge 
discovery technologies are yielding more tools than the user can grasp without the help of 
aKDI. 
As a result of the breakthroughs in data storage and data collection technologies, 
datasets for environmental studies now come in tera- or giga-bytes of memory space. This 
factor is responsible for influencing the advances in artificial neural networks that have 
enhanced the analysis and visual mining of large volumes of data. Keim (2002), in his 
assessment of visual data mining, argued that it gives an overview of the data and it is 
particularly good for noisy, inhomogeneous and large datasets which are a few of the 
characteristics of the data available for environmental modeling. He continued to present 
that visual data mining can be seen as a hypotheses generation process. It can also be used 
for hypotheses verification but in union with automatic techniques from statistics or 
machine learning (Lee et al., 1996). Additionally, visual data mining can help the user to 
determine whether a certain data is the best choice for the targeted learning process. This 
makes visual data mining an important member of the suite of knowledge discovery tools. 
Hence, the need for KDI to integrate the visual data mining tools with non-visual data 
mining tools. 
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With a repertoire of already existing tools for handling spatial data, spatio-temporal 
data, and non-spatial data, a knowledge discovery interface will eliminate the need to 
create a holistic system that handles all the forms of data from scratch. Instead, through a 
well-developed interface, these existing tools can be integrated for the benefit of 
knowledge extraction from all kinds of data models available for environmental 
applications. Examples of these existing tools include ArcGIS and spatial OLAP or 
SOLAP (which is an integration of geographic information system (GIS) and OLAP 
[Bedard et al., 2003]). OLAP is an acronym for online analytical processing. It is an 
approach to quickly provide the answer to complex analytical queries. Accordingly, the 
KDI reduces the time required for the deployment of a state-of-art knowledge discovery 
infrastructure. 
The iterative nature of the knowledge discovery process which is highlighted in 
Fayyad et al.(1996), Han (1999), NAS (2003), and Mitra et al. (2003) suggests that the 
process of applying tools and transformations in the task of knowledge discovery is 
repeated until the analyst discovers some striking regularities that were not known. This 
iterative character has the advantage of allowing the entire process to be broken into 
modules. KDI is very useful where modules exist because it defines the rules for inter-
modular interaction. As a result, KDI enables a platform that leads to specialized stand-
alone applications such that modifications can be made to one part without affecting the 
entire system. This is a view that Thuraisingham (1999) shares by recommending the 
development of data mining modules as a collection of generic reusable tools. 
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The contribution of grid computing to the knowledge discovery process comes with 
its own attendant problem. With the availability of data in intranet repository and geodata 
on the internet, the problem arises of what kind of data would be best for a particular 
learning process. Albertoni et al. (2003) captures this by acknowledging the urgent need 
for methods and tools to support the user in data exploration. He proposed a solution based 
on the integration of different techniques including data mining, visualization and 
graphical interaction techniques. His approach aims to aid the user in making the right 
choice of data by offering both an automated presentation of data to dynamically visualize 
the metadata and interactive functionalities to discover the relationship among the different 
metadata attributes. This approach is hinting at creating a common control platform for 
these interactive functionalities to be integrated so that the user can manage them. KDI 
provides that common control. Metadata is mentioned here to underscore its prime place in 
data mining (Thuraisingham, 1999). 
Still on the need for a KDI, the data pre-processing stage is a very important 
component of the knowledge discovery process. Miller (2001) describes the pre-processing 
of data which is partly accomplished in data warehouses as fundamental to the knowledge 
discovery process because it integrates and represents data in a manner that supports very 
efficient querying and processing. Zaiane et al. (1998) highlights its importance by 
observing that most of the studies done in knowledge discovery are confined to the data 
filtering step which is part of the data pre-processing stage. This presumes that the success 
of the overall process centers on how well the data is prepared before mining since the data 
preparation process has the power to bias the knowledge that can be extracted. 
Thuraisingham (1999) makes his own case for the importance of data warehousing in these 
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words, "good data is the key to good mining." As a result, advances in data warehousing 
and database integration would play a very important role in enhancing the knowledge 
discovery process. Database integration plays a role here because it provides the input to 
the data warehousing stage. For environmental applications, the data of choice is geo-
spatial. Currently, conventional conceptual database models do not provide a 
straightforward mechanism to explicitly capture the semantics related to space (Khatri et 
al, 2004). However, research is underway to develop tools for automatic integration of geo-
spatial data (from well-structured vector and raster models to unstructured models such as 
geo-referenced multimedia data) from heterogeneous sources into one coherent source 
(NAS, 2003). This will enable applications to be designed that integrate geo-spatial data 
from different sources. The next logical step would be to provide a KDI that will integrate 
these applications into the overall knowledge discovery process. 
Another argument for the need for a KDI is the fact that data mining, and 
consequently the overall process of knowledge discovery, is a relatively young and 
interdisciplinary field, drawing from such areas as database management systems, data 
warehousing, data visualization, information retrieval, performance computing, etc. It 
needs the integration of approaches from multiple disciplines (Han, 1999). These fields 
that support knowledge discovery all have their own standards which creates the need for 
integration. In addition, research is currently underway to address the development of 
formalized platforms to enhance multidisciplinary research investments (NAS, 2003). A 
KDI would be advantageous to fully utilize the results of this research. 
CHAPTER THREE 
CONCEPTUAL KDI DESIGN 
3 .1 General Overview 
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A knowledge discovery interface for environmental application is at best a bridge 
between GIS and the knowledge discovery process. GIS provides the platform for 
organizing and managing geospatial data while the knowledge discovery process provides 
the various tools needed to extract knowledge from the data. The knowledge extracted 
becomes the input to a decision support system for environmental management. In addition 
to providing the input to a decision support system, GIS can also provide the means for 
relating the results of the decision support system to its spatial components by displaying 
the results, generally in map form (Klosterman, 2001).The role of the GIS in a KDI is 
inspired by Longley et al. (2001) in their definition of GIS as a container of maps in digital 
form. A map is an abstraction of geographic data and it is the principal transmitter of 
knowledge for a geographic information system (Zeiler, 1999). From the history of GIS, it 
is without doubt that environmental application has been one of the motivating factors that 
led to the development of GIS in the mid-1960s (Longley et al., 2001 ). This is due to the 
fact that environmental issues arise as a result of human activities and almost all human 
activities involve a geographic component (Longley et al., 2001, Rautenstrauch and Page, 
2001, Blaschke, 2001). The geographic component provided the term geospatial which has 
been growing in usage in recent years and is used to capture the spatial placement of an 
entity with respect to the surface of the earth. The role of GIS in a knowledge discovery 
process for environmental studies is further highlighted in Zeiler' s (1999) definition of GIS 
as a spatially enabled database management system. It is a vehicle for environmental data 
acquisition and environmental database technology and over the years has increasingly 
sought to provide interoperability tools as well as suitable models for better understanding 
of the environment. 
GIS and the knowledge discovery process both need data as the primary input, even 
though they are independent. But what each does with the data is different from the other. 
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While the geodatabase (short for geographic database) in GIS is limited to creating 
expressive maps, retrieving information, and performing spatial analysis (Zeiler, 1999), on 
the other hand, the aim of knowledge discovery is to take the information retrieved a step 
further by adding value to it thereby transforming it into knowledge. The value added is 
dependent on the context, experience and purpose (Longley et al., 2001) which it is 
supposed to accomplish. Experience, in this context, refers to the grounding of the 
information with respect to historical data or other supporting data. The shift from 
information systems and management information systems to knowledge and decision 
support systems combined with the evolution from data creation to data use (Longley et 
al., 2001; Klosterman, 2001 ), has created a great need for the ability to represent 
information accurately. This is a precursor to providing the best platform for knowledge 
extraction for the purpose of making informed decisions on environmental management. 
This ability can only be accomplished by building a bridge between GIS and the 
knowledge discovery process. 
3.2 KDI System Conceptualization 
The KDI system consists of GIS components, data mining components and the 
interactions between the two. The degree of integration which is a measure of the 
interaction between the components would be loose coupling as opposed to tight coupling. 
In loose coupling, the interaction is limited in time and space, that is, control and data can 
be transferred directly between the components. Nevertheless the interaction is always 
explicitly initiated by one of the components or by an external agent. In tight coupling, 
knowledge and data are not only transferred, they can be shared by the components via 
common internal structures (Alexandre, 1997). A comparison of the two degrees of 
integration would show that tightly coupled systems would definitely be difficult to 
upgrade without tearing down everything. Also scalability and reusability problems would 
arise. It would be difficult to integrate such a system outside of the application domain that 
warranted its design. Longley et al. (2001) believes that as standards for software 
development become more widely adopted, software developers or users would prefer 
software systems whose components are reusable. This would give them the choice of 
building from scratch or building by components (Longley et al., 2001). From a purely 
fincancial standpoint, choice is everything. Consequently, the three main components of 
the KDI are geospatial component, spatial analysis component, and the knowledge 







Figure 3.1. KDI Architecture 
3.2.1 The Geospatial Component 
The geospatial component is purely a GIS-based tool or assortment of tools. 
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Blaschke (2001) differentiates GIS from other spatial environmental information systems 
on the basis of its data linkages. Rautenstrauch and Page (2001) in making a case for 
environmental informatics, argues that environmental studies should not be limited to just 
ecological data, a view which Groot and McLaughlin (2000) already saw the need for by 
opining that the pendulum is moving in favor of a geospatial data infrastructure (GDI). 
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GDI has been described by Coleman and McLaughlin (1997) as an information system 
linking environmental, socio-economic and institutional databases. A key characteristic of 
geospatial data is its potential for multiple applications (Groot and McLaughlin, 2000) 
which is a reflection of the technologies, including GPS and remote sensing, that are used 
to collect such data. In other words, a better understanding of environmental issues lies in 
integrating purely environmental subjects like ecology, land use, etc. with other factors that 
influence them, for example, the economy. A typical example of this application would be 
in the area of sustainable development which is the ability to simultaneously tackle the 
economic and environmental proportions of resource distribution and administration 
(Groot and McLaughlin, 2000). 
GIS plays the role of presenting these linkages in such a way as to force an 
environmental view of reality. The idea of the geosp·atial component is to provide a 
toolbox in the KDI that handles data in a way that bridges the gap between data on paper 
and reality on ground. According to Thurston et al. (2003), the accuracy of a model is in its 
ability to recreate reality. They emphasize that accuracy is a function of the quality of 
information included in the model. Looking from another perspective, given that the 
quality of the information (data) is acceptable both in content and in how well the contents 
are integrated; the value of the knowledge extracted from this information would be a 
function of how the data is encapsulated and manipulated. 






Figure 3.2. Schematics of the interactions within the geospatial component 
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query connector acts as a kind of filter for selecting the data specified by the user. The 
selected data is promptly represented using either of the GIS data models- vectors and 
raster. This ensures consistency between how the features are stored in the database and 
how they are represented in visual form. The vector/raster block represents the 
encapsulation of the data for presentation in a visual product or map. The cyclic route 
linking the components shows a tightly coupled connection which ensures that at each 
point on the route the data will remain the same giving no loophole for data corruption. 
The two-sided arrow connecting the query to the visual product represents the connection 
between the data and visual product which makes it easy to query the database via the 
visual product. 
Against this background, the geospatial component provides the tools that enable 
the user to edit, display, customize, and output spatial data. It acts as the display unit of the 
KDI making use of the geovisualization functionality of the GIS. As a result, we are 
adopting the geovisualization view of GIS in the conceptualization of the geospatial 
component. This geovisualization view basically sees GIS as a set of intelligent maps or 
views that show features and feature relationships on the earth (Zeiler, 1999). In this setup, 
the map acts as a window into the geodatabase (ESRI, 2004a) which is at the heart of GIS 
architecture. Also from a knowledge discovery point of view, the geospatial component 
acts as the exploratory data analysis tool that gives the user a summary of the problem at 
hand ensuring a greater grasp of environmental issues. 
3.2.2 The Spatial Component 
Vital to understanding the need for a spatial component is the fact that the map or 
any other visual product is merely a representation of information stored in a database. The 
database is the depository of spatial information and not the map (Thurston et al., 2003). 
Kraak (2000) argues that a map has three major functions in the manipulation of geospatial 
data: 
1) it can function as a catalog of the data available on the database; 
2) it can be used to preview available data; and 
3) it can form part of a database search engine. 
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In a sense, the map is a guide to other information and as a result can be used to 
direct the extraction of information from the database. The information so extracted is then 
subjected to spatial analysis for the purpose of extracting knowledge, which can form the 
basis for updating the database in terms of reorganizing the way data is integrated or 
linked. 
Spatial analysis refers to the ability to manipulate spatial data into different forms 
and extract additional information as a result (Bailey, 1994). Combining spatial analysis 
and GIS has been a study area many researchers have been interested in. Wise and Raining 
(1991) identified the three categories of spatial analysis as statistical spatial data analysis 
(SDA), map-based analysis and mathematical modeling. Raining (1994) believes that for 
GIS to attain its full measure, it needs to incorporate SDA techniques. 
The nature of this link between spatial analysis and GIS is the subject of the spatial 
component implementation. Based on the study of the linkage between GIS and spatial 
analysis, Goodwill et al. (1991) distinguished between four scenarios: 
1) free standing spatial analysis software; 
2) loose coupling of proprietary GIS software with statistical software; 
3) close coupling of GIS and statistical software; and 
4) complete integration of statistical spatial analysis in GIS. 
Of all the four, most attention is on close coupling or loose coupling (Gatrell and 
Rowlingson, 1994) mostly because both options give the developers/users freedom in 
implementing the linkage in the way that will best accomplish their task. Also it makes it 
easy to integrate other components as the need arises. 
The spatial component is the integration of GIS tools and statistical tools. While the 
geospatial component seeks to encapsulate the data in a way that will enhance knowledge 
discovery, the spatial component deals with manipulating the raw data in a way that will 
enhance application of the appropriate levels of theory and modeling capability in real 
problem solving situations (O'Kelly, 1994). To this end, the spatial component provides 
the tools for analysis and transformation of spatial data for environmental studies. To be 
able to perform the analysis, the spatial component must be able to extract the data first. To 
extract the data, it needs access to the GIS tools for data integration, filtering, cleaning and 
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all the necessary data pre-processing tasks. The spatial component must possess tools that 
will allow the results of the spatial analysis to be used to update the database in addition to 
the ability to view the results. Figure 3.3 provides a schematics of how the spatial 
component works. 
Analysis 
Data i Display 
Transformation 
Figure 3.3. Schematics of the interactions within the spatial component 
3.2.3 Knowledge Component 
Spatial decision support systems (SDSS) are very important tools for planning and 
decision making for environmental management. Normally, SDSS combine spatially 
explicit observational data and simulation of physical process with a representation that is 
suited for non-specialist decision makers and other stakeholders (Taylor et al., 1998). It 
also provides the users and decision-makers with the tools for dealing with the ill- or semi-
structured spatial problems in addition to providing an adequate level of performance 
(Hopkins, 1984, Abiteboul, 1997, Taylor et al., 1998, Stefanakis et al., 1998). According to 
Ting (2003), sustainable development demands complex decision making that combines 
environmental, social and economic consequences of the choices made with regards to 
resource management. Such decision making, she continues, requires ready access to 
current, relevant and accurate spatial information by decision makers and stakeholders. 
Feeney (2003) argues that spatial information is one of the most critical elements 
underpinning decision making for many disciplines. She went on to define decision 
support as the automation, modeling and/or analysis that enables information to be shaped 
from data. The task of the knowledge component is to transform the information extracted 
into knowledge thereby improving the quality of the decision making process. It 
accomplishes this task by providing the necessary input for creating new environmental 
models or validating/updating existing ones. 
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As a result, the knowledge component is made up of a collection of learning 
algorithms. The knowledge component acts as the decision support of the entire system. As 
the decision support component, it can be used to structure, filter and integrate 
information, model information where gaps occur in data, produce alternative solution 
Data from 
Spatial 
---i~·············· .. ··"' ... 
knowledge 
Figure 3.4. Interactions within the knowledge component 
scenarios as well as weight these according to priorities, and most importantly facilitate 
group as well as distributed participation in decision making (Feeney, 2003). The 
interactions taking place in the component are shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.4. The 
interactions form the basis of the implementation. The figure shows a tight- coupled 
integration of the components- ensuring that the data and knowledge extracted are tied 
together. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
KDI SYSTEM DESIGN 
4.1 General Overview 
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There has been, for some time now, a widespread trend towards the development of 
modular re-useable software components. The most widely used of these is the Microsoft's 
Object Linking and Embedding/Common Object Model (OLE/COM) and this has been 
widely implemented by many GIS vendors (Longley et al., 1999). OLE was created by 
Microsoft for the purpose of linking up the Microsoft family of products, for example, 
COM OLE technology allows Word documents to dynamically link to data in Excel 
spreadsheets. According to Lara (2000), COM enables software components to export 
well-defined interfaces that interact with one another. In COM, software components have 
their functionalities packaged as one or more COM objects. Each object has well defined 
inputs, outputs and controls that define the basis for its integration with other objects. OLE 
is a set of standard COM interfaces that enable users to create software components by 
linking and embedding objects, hence the name OLE (Lara, 2000). The big advantage of 
the COM interface is that it specifies a programming-language-independent binary 
standard for object implementations. 
Apart from the COM, Sun Microsystems, propelled by the World Wide Web 
explosion and the desire to create a platform-independent programming environment, 
introduced the Java programming language in 1995 to develop advanced software for a 
wide variety of network devices and embedded systems. Their goal was to develop a small, 
reliable, portable, distributed, real-time operating platform (Gosling and McGilton, 1996). 
The Java platform differs from most other platforms in that it's a software-only platform 
that runs on top of other hardware-based platforms. It is made up of two components: 
1) Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and 
2) Java Application Programming Interface (Java API). 
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Java is able to attain platform independence through the use of the JVM, which is 
responsible for interpreting and executing Java byte codes for the computer's central 
processing unit (CPU). The byte code is an intermediate code (machine code) resulting 
from the compilation of Java programs. It is a platform-independent binary file containing 
an executable program. The Java API is a large collection ofready-made software 
components that provide many useful capabilities, such as graphical user interface (GUI) 
widgets (Campione et al., 2001). Each software component is called a Java program which 
consists of pieces called classes. Each piece is made up of methods that perform tasks and 
return information when they complete those tasks. According to Deitel and Deitel (2003), 
most Java programmers take advantage of rich collections of existing classes in the Java 
class libraries which are also known as the Java APis. The Java libraries reduce the time 
required to create a new software component as the user can combine already existing 
classes to create a new Java program. For this reason, the Java programmer can concentrate 
on creating custom classes and interfaces which are reusable and portable. As a result, 
most proprietary software vendors are implementing a Java interface for their applications, 
for example the statistical packages such as SPLUS; GIS software programs such as 
Mapinfo; and scientific and engineering software tools such as MatLab. The Java API is 
free and can be downloaded from the Sun Microsystems website. 
Based on the successes of the programming platforms discussed above, many GIS 
vendors are packaging their applications with capabilities to extend or implement GIS 
functions within these platforms. Prominent among them, Environmental Systems 
Research Institute (ESRI) based in Redlands, CA, is a world leader in research and 
development dedicated to GIS. ESRI has been delivering state-of-the-art commercial GIS 
software since 1982. The latest from ESRI is the ArcGIS 9.0 which was released in May 
2004. The ArcGIS product line was built to deliver a scalable, comprehensive GIS 
platform. It consists of a number of frameworks for deploying GIS: 
• ArcGIS Desktop- an integrated suite of professional GIS applications 
• ArcGIS Engine- embeddable developer components for custom GIS applications 
• Server GIS- for deploying robust server-side GIS applications 
• Mobile GIS- for Tablet PC computing (ESRI 2004a) 
ArcGIS is based on a common modular component-based library of shared GIS 
software components called ArcObjects which is analogous to COM or Java classes. It 
includes a wide range of programmable components, ranging from individual geometry 
objects to map objects that aggregate comprehensible GIS functionality for developers 
(ESRI 2004a). 
4.2 Methods and Materials 
The KDI is a standalone application incorporating the embeddable GIS 
functionality with data mining capability using Java classes. The KDI system design is 
shown in Figure 4.1. It is based loosely on the conceptual KDI system discussed in 
chapter three. The design was realized making use of the ArcGIS Engine, Java Swing 
Classes and W eka, discussed below. 
Main Interface 
(Java Swing Classes) 
(ArcGIS Engine) 
AddData 





Figure 4.1. KDI System Design 
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4.2.1 The ArcGIS Engine 
The ArcGIS Engine, a recent addition to the ArcGIS suite of tools, delivers GIS 
functionality to users without the need for a full-scale GIS architecture. ArcGIS Engine is 
an all-inclusive library of embeddable GIS functionality for developers to build custom 
application. Using the ArcGIS Engine, developers can integrate GIS functionality into 
existing applications as well as custom applications that deliver focused GIS solutions. It 
runs on Windows, Linux, and Unix operating systems and support a wide range of 
application development platforms including COM, dotNet, and Java. Furthermore, the 
ArcGIS Engine permits basic data creation, editing of shapefiles and simple personal 
geodatabases, and GIS analysis. Its advantage to the KDI lies in the fact that it enables 
users to manipulate pre-authored maps and already existing shapefiles and layers. These 
are already in abundance in data depositories managed by the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), state and local agencies 
tasked with environmental management, etc. The ArcGIS Engine Java API was chosen for 
this research because of Java's portability and ability to deliver modular objects. 
4.2.2 Java Swing Classes 
The Java Swing Classes, or swing components as they are commonly called, were 
used to implement the graphical user interface and were also used to embed the GIS 
functionality and the data mining component. The swing components ensure that the KDI 
is intuitive and extensible. 
The swing components are part of the Java Foundation Classes (JFC). JFCs are 
Java libraries for cross-platform graphical user interface (GUI) development. The swing 
components are referred to as lightweight components since they are written completely in 
Java and as a result are not tied to the windowing system of the operating system. This 
gives the developer more control over their appearance and functionality. 
4.2.3 Weka 
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis or Weka is a comprehensive 
tool bench for machine learning and data mining. It is a product of the Waikato 
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Environment for Knowledge Analysis Machine Leaming Project of the University of 
Waikato, New Zealand. Weka is completely implemented in Java and the machine learning 
algorithms can either be applied directly to a dataset or called from a user-defined Java 
code. Weka is open source software issued under the GNU General Public License. 
W eka provides the means for carrying out the two basic data mining tasks of 1) 
prediction, which involves constructing one or more sets of data models (rule set, decision 
tree, neural networks, support vectors); performing inference on the available set of data, 
and attempting to predict the behavior of new data sets and 2) description, which is finding 
human-interpretable patterns, associations or correlations describing the data (Velickov 
and Solomataine, 2000). These tasks are accomplished by a wide variety of data mining 
techniques which include support vector machines, neural networks, and decision trees for 
classification and regression; association rules for dependency modeling/link analysis, and 
clustering rules for segmentation. 
Weka has a modular architecture, in which each algorithm is implemented as an 
independent package. In addition to the algorithm packages, Weka also contains the 
packages for Weka core, data filtering, model visualization, and post-processing. Figure 
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Figure 4.2. Weka System Architecture. 
Leaming model 2 
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There are four different styles of packages, but the most intuitive is the GUI type packages 
which are used to display a graphical user interface to control learning procedure and 
visualize learning result. Algorithm packages implement the machine learning algorithms. 
Core packages define the memory data structure of the input mining data and attributes. 
Filter packages transform datasets -- by removing or adding attributes, resampling the 
dataset, etc. This package is responsible for data preprocessing, which is an important step 
in machine learning. The latest release ofWeka has been implemented using JavaBeans 
making the modules re-useable and allowing for integration with other software modules. 
For more on Weka and the algorithms implemented see Witten and Frank (2000). 
4.2.4 The Input Data 
The data required to implement the KDI can be derived from a variety of sources. 
For example, data can be imported as ArcINFO coverages and shapefiles. The ArclNFO 
coverage has enjoyed widespread implementation for representing vector data at 
governmental agencies, corporations, and organizations throughout the world. It efficiently 
stores spatial and topological data. ArcINFO coverages efficiently combine spatial data 
and attribute data and stores topological associations among features. The spatial data is 
stored in binary files, while the attribute and topological data is kept in INFO™ tables 
(Zeiler, 1999). The ArcINFO coverage is first converted to shapefiles and loaded into the 
KDI. 
The shapefile (SHP) format is a vector format created by the ESRI. SHP files 
support point, multi-point, polygon, polyline and multi-patches. SHP files do not support 
layers, grouping objects or embedded raster objects and have a much faster drawing speed 
and greater editing capabilites than other data sources. A SHP file is composed of three 
main files that contain spatial data, attribute data, and index information. ArcINFO 
coverages and the SHP files are both homogenous collections of features; the main 
difference is that the ArcINFO coverage stores the topological associations of the features 
while the SHP file does not. 
In addition, data can also be imported into the KDI via map documents (MXD) 
created using the ArcGIS software. The map document allows more than one SHP file to 
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be linked together as long as they have a common extent. The KD I allows SHP files to be 
linked and saved as map documents. This makes it easy to combine SHP files that address 
a common task. Also, other data formats besides the ones discussed above can be imported 
into the KDI by first converting them to SHP files. There are numerous proprietary and 
free software products available for such conversions. For example, raster datasets can be 
converted into SHP files using ArcMAP which is part of the ArcGIS software tools. 
4.3 Implementation 
Figure 4.3 shows the main interface which provides access to the three components 
that make up the KDI system. These components include 1) the Add Data Interface 
component, 2) the Data mining component which consists ofWeka Explorer, and 3) the 
Map Visualization component. 
Figure 4.3. Main Interface 
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The ADI represents the geospatial component of the KDI with some functionality 
of the spatial component. The ADI provides the methods for loading maps to the map 
control. It basically acts as the input interface to the KDI. The Add Data Interface is shown 
in Figure 4.4; the overview map is used to track the zoom in area with respect to the full 
extent of the map. The table of contents (TOC) is used to track the contents of the map 
control. Map control and TOC are ArcGIS Engine components. The ADI provides the 
traditional map tools (zoom, pan, etc.) by making use of pre-defined ArcGIS controls. The 
ADI is implemented by integrating the GIS functionality provided by ArcGIS Engine into 
the Java swing components. 
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The functionalities provided by the ADI are a duplication of the ArcMAP which is 
part of the ArcGIS desktop, except that in this implementation, it is realized using the Java 
programming environment. This makes the ADI a standalone application that can be 
integrated with other user-defined applications seamlessly. The user can also add more 
functionalities according to the dictates of his or her study. The methods implemented on 
this interface are: 
4.3.1.1 Add Shapefile: This allows the user to add shapefiles, layers, CAD files, and 
relevant coverages to the map control. In this implementation, it only adds SHP files and 
CAD files but the primary source of data is the SHP file and maps pre-authored in 
ArcMap. The SHP file is added to the map control as a map layer. 
4.3.1.2 Buffer Selected Features: This provides an interface for retrieving the attribute 
data of selected features. It also allows the user to set a buffer zone around a selected 
feature. The buffer zone allows the user to select only features within the buffer. 
4.3.1.3 Query: This allows the user to query the contents of each map layer's dataset. The 
features selected by the query are highlighted on the map. It also provides an interface for 
connecting to the dataset associated with the features selected by the query. Consequently, 
it enables the user to retrieve the results of the query in a table form. The user can then 
choose to save the query results as a comma separated value (CSV) file. The saved file can 
be used to load the data mining application or can be used to perform a join operation with 




Figure 4.5. Query Interface 
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4.3.1.4 Get Data: This is used to connect to the dataset of the map layer and displays the 
attribute table of the selected layer in a Java Swing Dialog box. It also provides buttons for 
the user to save the attribute table as a CSV file. This is useful to preserve the original 
dataset. The CSV file can be edited for content and used to load the data mining 
application. Figure 4.6 shows the attribute table of a map layer opened in a Java Swing 
Dialog box. 
4.3.1.5 Join Table/Layer: This provides the interface for the user to perform join 
operations on two map layers or connect a table to a map layer. For the join to work, there 
must be a common field between them. The join operation is necessary when the user 
wants to connect non-spatial dataset to the spatial data abstracted on the map. To save the 
resulting dataset from the join use the Get Data button. Figure 4.7 shows the join 
interface. 
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Figure 4.6. Get data Interface 
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4.3.1.6 MetaBrowser: This connects to the metadata of each available map layer and 
displays it for the user. Normally, the metadata information is saved in an XML file. Thus, 
the MetaBrowser provides a method for extracting the metadata information from the 
XML and displaying it as HTML in a web browser created using the JEditorPane of the 
Java Swing Classes. If the XML file is not present, the method returns null. It is very 
important to download maps and SHP files from data depositories that have metadata 
available in other to understand the purpose for which the data was collected and how it 
was collected and validated. This information helps the user to place a value on the 
information extracted as being reliable or not. 
4.3.1. 7 Customize Box: This gives the user access to more of the predefined ArcGIS 
controls for map navigation, feature selection, and graphic element command suite that 
work with map control. 
4.3.2 Weka Explorer (WE) 
The Weka Explorer (WE) is incorporated into the KDI as a Java swing component. 
The user can access this module from the main interface (Figure 4.3) or by clicking on Get 
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Data button on the ADI (Figure 4.4) to get to the Get Data Interface shown in Figure 4.6. 
The map layer dataset is loaded into the WE via the Get Data interface. WE has its own 
tools for visualizing dataset as well as results from the data mining process. Because of 
performance issues, the ability to view the results on the map control was not 
implemented. For this reason, we make use of the tools provided by the WE for viewing 
and packaging the results of the machine learning analysis. Weka works with the Attribute 
Relation File Format (ARFF), CSV, ASCII file format and Microsoft Access TM database. 
Figure 4.8 shows the main interface of the WE. It helps the user create, open, save, 
configure datasets, and perform machine learning. 
The data mining techniques implemented by W eka which has found useful 
applications in environmental studies include Bayesian networks (Velickov and 
Solomatine, 2000) and Neural networks with backpropagation (Mishra et al. 2004). Weka 
also implements decision tree algorithms such as Interactive Dichotomizer 3 (ID3), J48 
algorithm which is based on the popular C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan, 1993), and ADTree 
(Freund and Mason, 1999). In addition, Weka also implements expectation maximization, 
Cob Web, K-means, and FarthestFirst algorithms for clustering data. Also, Weka 
implements algorithms for boosting and comparing the efficiencies of the various learning 
algorithms. The boosting algorithms can help the user to select the appropriate learning 
algorithm for a specifiic data. The documentation for the algorithms are provided by the 
W eka application. 
4.3.3 Map Data View 
This is the spatial component of the KDI that integrates GIS functionality with 
predefined descriptive statistical analysis tools. This module not only allows the user to 
visualize the dataset but to do so in the context of its spatial component. Figure 4.9 shows 
the Map Data View (MDV) component accessed when the user clicks on Visualize Map 
Data button on the ADI. The concept behind the MDV component is to guide the user in 
selecting the attribute values that best encapsulates the intended study. The visualization 
functions implemented in this module are also available on the ArcGIS desktop. The 
advantage in this implementation is that it gives the users more for the price of less. Also, 
the user can write codes to further customize it. The MDV provides the following 
visualization methods: 
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Figure 4.8. Weka Explorer 
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4.3.3.1 UniqueValueRenderer: This displays feature data that falls into distinct categories 
based on the attribute values. It summarizes how different types of features are located 
with respect to each other and their relative frequency and distribution (Zeiler, 1999). For 
example, if you have parcel data with land use or type of crop planted, you can use a 
different symbol to represent each unique crop planted on the land. This shows the user the 
areas covered by each crop type, the frequency of occurrence, and distribution of each crop 
over the entire study area, see Figure 4.9. 
4.3.3.2 DotDensity Renderer: This is used to represent quantitative data by drawing 
randomly placed dots inside polygon features. This helps to show patterns of where things 
are concentrated. 'For example, in tracking disease outbreak, this helps the user to indentify 
areas that require urgent attention. 
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Figure 4.9. Map Data View interface 
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4.3.3.3 Proportional Renderer: This is used to show how the value of a feature compares 
with other features. For example where you have map tree locations as points and an 
attribute reflecting the radius of the tree canopy. By using proportional circles, the trees 
can be depicted by circles reflecting the actual ground covered by the tree. Another 
application is a population map; the area of a circular marker can directly relate to the 
population value. 
4.3.3.4 Class Breaks: This provides an interface for using the classification of attribute 
values to present information about the features contained in the map. Figure 4.10 shows 
the interface for accomplishing this. It does this by applying a classification method to a 
collection of attribute values and subdivides them according to the desired conditions. 
These can be equal subdivisions of the range of attribute values, equal counts of features 
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within each class or another criterion (Zeiler, 1999). Each subdivision is known as a class 
and each class has a lower and upper numeric range which forms the class break points. 
The class breaks can be set manually to define the classes, or the pre-defined classification 
objects (e.g. Quantile, NaturalBreaks, Equal Interval,) can be used to generate a list of 
class breaks. In this implementation the user can only set a maximum of five classes 
manually. The Quantile classification enables the user to create equal number of values in 
each class. This classification is principally useful for ranked values and it yields visually 
attractive maps because all of the classes have the same number of features. However, it 
might obscure the natural distribution of values. The NaturalBreaks uses a statistical 
formula to determine natural clusters of attribute values. The formula is known as Jenk's 
method. This attempts to minimize the variance within a class and to maximize the 
variance between classes. The N aturalBreaks classification is well suited to irregular 
distributions of attributes. Distinct natural groupings of attributes can be isolated and 
highlighted according to the number of classes the user specifies. The Equallnterval 
subdivides the data range by the number of classes to produce the equal value intervals for 
each class. This classification emphasizes how data values fall within uniform ranges of 
values. In practice, it is similar to defined intervals but has the advantage that the lowest 
and highest classes span the same range of values as the rest of the classes. An example of 
an application of this classification is a map that depicts the ecological regions in a state 
divided into equal ranges of precipitation. (ArcGIS 2004). 
4.3.3.5 Bar Chart: This allows the user to represent the quantitative values of the features 
using a bar chart. For a particular feature, it shows how its values behave or relate to each 
other. For example, in a groundwater vulnerability study, it can used to compare five 
attributes of each location at a time. This gives the user a feel for how these attributes 
behave from location to location. 
4.3.3.6 Clear Rendering: This removes the rendering method used on the map layer 
returning it to its simple state. This is necessary because the visualization methods can 
leave the map control too cluttered to visually discern the classification the user wants to 
differentiate. It works on a layer by layer basis. 
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Figure 4.10. Class Breaks Interface 
4.4 Potential Applications of the KDI 
The possibility of packaging data mining methods as re-useable software 
applications objects have opened up the whole realm of knowledge discovery to people 
outside the traditional usage base. This is manifest in the fact that various public and 
private sector organizations possessing huge databases with thematic and geographically 
referenced data have began to tap the huge potential of information hidden there (Koperski 
and Han, 1997; May and Savinov, 2002). 
The KDI enables a knowledge discovery platform optimized for environmental 
applications by integrating state of the art standalone GIS applications and data mining 
functionality in a closely coupled, open, and extensible system architecture. The data 
mining functionality can be used to validate models for decision support systems used in 
generating environmental policies. For example, Mishra et al. (2004) recently conducted 
research on the neural network analysis of agrichemical occurrence in drinking water wells 
to predict the vulnerability of rural domestic wells in several Midwestern states to 
agrichemical contamination. The research objectives included studying the correctness of 
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results from the neural network analysis in estimating the level of contamination with a 
given set of data and to show the impact of input parameters and methods to interpret the 
results. Also, Hsu et al. (1995), Shamseldin (1997), Shukla et al. (1996), Kao (1996),Yang 
et al. (1996), Maier and Dandy, 1996), Habiballah et al. (1996), Schaap and Bouten (1996) 
and Schaap and Linhart (1998), and Basheer et al. (1996) have all applied the neural 
network analysis to various problems in agriculture, water resources and environmental 
domains. The KDI is a great resource for applying data mining applications to water and 
environment - related problems. It also provides the platform for performing machine 
learning analysis on the magnitude of environmental data collected in order to keep up 
with the pace at which they are being collected. 
The KDI can be used as a teaching tool for an introductory course for students 
interested in the partnership between GIS, data mining and environmental management 
without overloading them with advanced GIS. It will also widen the scope of 
environmental students in the area of programming languages, by challenging them to 
design models that are portable and re-useable. It can also serve as a teaching aid in 
creating the need for more public participation in environmental resource management 
within the framework of the long distance education paradigm. 
Taylor et al. (1999) in proposing a framework for model integration in spatial 
decision support systems argued that in environmental management modeling, the models 
are so complex that even though they offer the required functionality in some form, they 
are still largely inaccessible to the decision makers. Thus, because of how they are 
implemented, most environmental models are difficult to integrate or interoperate with 
other models. The KDI is a prototype for using object oriented programming platform to 
enable the design of environmental modeling systems that are re-useable with well defined 
inputs, outputs and controls for easy integration. 
4. 5 Demonstration 
This section provides a demonstration of some of the functionalities of the KDI. 
The first part demonstrates the geospatial analysis functionality of the system while the 
second part demonstrates the data mining capabilities. The data used for the first part of the 
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demonstration was prepared by Iowa Department of Natural Resources to carry out agency 
responsibilities related to management, protection, and development of Iowa's natural 
resources. The data used in the second part did not come with a metadata. 
4.5.1 Geospatial analysis 
Figure 4.11 shows the groundwater vulnerability map of the four geographic 
regions of Iowa overlaid with municipal water intake points for the state. The groundwater 
vulnerability map shows areas with similar hydrogeologic characteristics thought to 
represent similar potentials for contamination of groundwater and/or water wells. On the 
other hand, the municipal water intakes represent the well and surface water intake points 
for facilities that service more than twenty five people in Iowa. The purpose of this 
analysis is to check for any relationship between the location of these water intakes and the 
groundwater vulnerability of the region. To accomplish this the regions were classified 
according to their vulnerability indictator and then compared. 
Figure 4.12 shows the groundwater vulnerability map classified into three using the 
Natural Breaks option (see figure 4.10). The three classes are shown as red, green and blue 
which represents low, medium and high vulnerability in that order. On closer inspection, 
the southwest region provided the best correlationship between the water intake points and 
the groundwater vulerability regions. From figure 4.13, it is evident that the water intake 
points lie on the red areas of the map which are the areas of lower vulnerability. 
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Figure 4.11. Groundwater vulnerability map overlaid with municipal water intake 
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Figure 4.13. Classified groundwater vulnerability map zoomed into the South West region 
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Figure 4.14. Classified South West Iowa hydrogeologic map 
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The question of whether the setting of these water intake points was a conscious effort 
might arise but comparing figure 4.13 with figure 4.14 answers that question. Figure 4.14 
shows the South West region groundwater vulnerability map classified according to 
hydrogeologic characteristics. The red areas represent the alluvial aquifers of South West 
Iowa. Performing the same analysis for the other regions of the state reveals that the water 
intake points all lie on alluvial aquifers which are the water bearing rocks. The other 
regions which are contained in the vulnerability study include bedrock aquifiers with thin 
drift, moderate drift, and shale confinements; sinkholes ( 400m radius), agricultural 
drainage wells (400m radius), drift groundwater source and natural lakes. Of all the 
regions, the alluvial aquifers had the lowest vulnerability rating. In the South West, drift 
groundwater source has the most vulnerability followed by the variable bedrock acquifers 
with moderate drift confinement. Further analysis can be undertaken by overlaying new 
layers and merging tables in other to answer outstanding questions. 
One of the advantages of the geospatial analysis functionality is to help in 
preparing data for the data mining component. From the analysis above, the attribute table 
can be merged with data showing the region's groundwater vulnerability to individual 
chemical contaminants from fertilizer and pesticide application. The resulting data can be 
used to train a model, for example a neural network, that will be applied to the entire state. 
To summarize this subsection, the geospatial analysis provides a visual guide to choosing 
the best training data for building a model. 
4.5.2 Data Mining 
The data for this segment of the demonstration is a land use dataset, including the 
concentration of chemicals from pesticide and fertilizer application. The task of the data 
mining component was to generate a model that can be used to predict the overall 
concentration of contaminants on a given parcel of land given some information about the 
landuse. Figure 4.15 is the landuse map while figure 4.16 is the attribute table showing the 
concentration of chemicals from pesticide and fertilizer application on each parcel of land 
in addition to other parameters. Each small polygon feature in figure 4.15 represents a 
parcel of land with a specific landuse in terms of type of crops grown on it. Figure 4.17 
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shows the attribute table loaded into the Weka Explorer, the data mining component of the 
KDI. 
Figure 4.1 7 represents the interface of the W eka Explorer that provides tools for 
preprocessing of data. In this demonstration, the attributes or fields that were redundant, 
were removed. For instance the field that contains the shape of the area was removed since 
the features are polygons. The remaining data attributes were then classified using linear 
regression and multilayer perceptron functions. The results are tabulated in Table 4.1. The 
choice of the two functions is based on the fact that the target class of the classification has 
numeric values. The target class refers to the attribute that we want to predict its value 
given the rest of the data. The W eka Explorer has other algorithms, it is left for the user to 
select the algorithm that best fits his or her study. 
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Figure 4.15. Landuse map 
4.5.2.1 Discussion of the Results: The classification was done using the ten-fold cross 
validation. The ten-fold cross validation refers to the process whereby the entire data is 
partitioned into ten disjoint subsets or folds. Nine tenths are used to train the data while 
one tenth is used to validate the model. This training and validating is repeated until each 
tenth has been used to validate the model. At the end, average values of correlation and 
unbiased estimates of true error are used to capture the accuracy of the classification 
process. 
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The first linear regression classification results from table 4.1 has good correlation 
and fairly low errors, but it did not take into consideration attributes that had a lot of zero 
values. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a feedforward neural network trained with the 
standard backpropagation algorithm. It is a supervised network so it requires a desired 
response to be trained. It is trained to transform input data into a desired response, so it is 
widely used for pattern classification. The first MLP had similiar values for correlation and 
errors when compared to the linear regression, but like MLPs, it begins by giving an initial 
weight to all attributes then as it goes through the data begins to update the initial weight 
until it arrives at a value that best captures the contribution of the attribute to the target 
Linear Neural Linear Neural 
Regression 1 Network I Regression2 Network2 
Correlation coefficient 0.9974 0.9973 0.9962 0.9985 
Mean absolute error 0.0006 0.0009 0.0008 0.0008 
Root mean squared error 0.0097 0.0099 0.0118 0.0075 
Relative absolute error 0.4853 % 0.65% 0.62% 0.59% 
Root relative squared error 7.1919 % 7.37% 8.78% 5.55% 
Total Number of Instances 658 658 658 658 
Table 4.1. Results from the Data mining 
class. Hence, it builds a model that takes into consideration all the attributes. The danger 
here is that the user must ensure to remove all redundant data so that it does not influence 
the training process. 
To try to improve on the first linear regression in other to capture the effects of all 
the attributes with a lot of zero values (see figure 4.16) on the target class, these attributes 
were discretized into three bins to represent low, medium and high. Also, to further capture 
the effects of these attributes on the target class, all but the attributes that track the 
concentration of individual chemicals on the land parcels were removed. This, however, 
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did not affect the values for correlation and errors for the second linear regression. It also 
did not change significantly in weight assignment. The second MLP was not affected 
significantly. 
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Figure 4.16. Attribute table for the landuse map 
In conclusion, the MLP model was adopted since it provided a way for predicting 
the target class given the the type of crops planted and the concentration of chemicals from 
fertilizer and pesticide application. This was a trivial example that was used to demonstrate 
the capability of the system, with real data, the process is more elaborate and repetitive in 
other to be able to arrive at a reliable model. In addition, these analyses could have been 
accomplished with MATLAB, which is an interactive environment for computationally 
intensive tasks, but the concept of the KDI is enable the integration of applications. 
Integrating MATLAB with GIS functionality would go a long way to simplify the 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
5.1 General Conclusion 
GIS started as a technology for data creation and has now evolved into one for data 
use. Data creation is no more a problem because the rate at which environmental data is 
being collected has already overtaken the rate at which they are being used. There are 
many environmental data lying in data depositories of government and private agencies 
tasked with the management of environmental resources, data that contain information 
from which we can extract knowledge necessary to further understand the environment and 
provide policy makers the right tools to legislate in the favor of sustainable development. 
The newly emerging infrastructures, such as KDI, provide the means of analyzing these 
data by proposing a design for the integration of GIS applications with data mining 
functionality for environmental applications. 
This research focused on the development and implementation of a prototype KDI 
for environmental science applications. This was predicated on the need to help policy 
makers to grasp with the environmental challenges that are the subject of the explosion of 
environmental data. This research involved the integration of existing applications such as 
ArcGIS Engine from the ArcGIS suite of software applications and Weka. The ArcGIS 
Engine provided the GIS functionality needed to properly grasp the geospatial component 
of the wealth of environmental data available. Weka provided the data mining capability 
required for extracting knowledge from the data. The Java programming platform provided 
the framework for integrating the ArcGIS Engine and Weka in a closely-coupled 
extensible architecture. The extensible nature of the KDI makes it a dynamic tool since it 
allows for integration with other tools. 
The results from the KDI which is provided by the Weka component can be used to 
provide the know ledge needed to create new environmental models or to validate or update 
existing ones thereby providing policy makers with a better foundation for decision 
making in favor of sustainable development. 
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Nevertheless, further research activities are needed to enhance the KDI 
infrastructure. There is need for a unified format for capturing environmental data. This 
unified format will make it easy for developers to grapple with the numerous data formats 
currently in use and minimize the loss of information during data conversions. Also, a 
unified format will make for a more intuitive KDI. With GPS technologies, remote 
sensing, and other emerging technologies churning out environmental data with better 
quality in terms of their representation or presentation of spat~al data, there is the need to 
tightly integrate data visualization tools with spatial data mining capability. 
5.2 Future Research 
This section discusses some of the emerging technologies and how they are re-
defining the need for KDI and the future of the synergy of GIS and data mining. 
5.2.1 GeoSensors 
GIS has been evolving over the years in response to the advances in database 
management technologies. Currently, advances in sensor technology and deployment 
strategies are transforming the way geospatial data is collected and analyzed and the 
quality with which they are delivered (NAS 2003). This presupposes that the current 
methods of storing geospatial information is bound to change. The change is predicated on 
the fact that homogenous collection of data is now being replaced by heterogeneous 
collection of data for an area of interest, e.g. video and temperature feeds. The nature of 
these feeds or data will warrant that pieces of information will vary in content, resolution 
and accuracy in addition to having a spatio-temporal component (Nittel and Stefanidis, 
2005). The current trend of geosensor technology is also going to affect the time for data 
analysis. Usually, data is analyzed after it has been downloaded but with regards to energy 
considerations for the sensors, there might be the need to do real-time analysis of data 
being collected so that the sensor can discard unnecessary data and transmit useful data in 
accordance to the study requirements. This implies having an on-chip data mining 
capability. As a result, the geospatial nature of the data being collected would necessitate 
the call for GIS functionality tightly integrated with the on-chip data mining application. 
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This is targeted to minimizing the energy consumption of the sensors by reducing amount 
of data to transmit. Nittel and Stefanidis (2005) suggested a minimization of data 
acquisition time as a solution to energy optimization. 
In response to the ongoing development of sensor technology, Tao et al. (2005) is 
proposing the Sensor Web which would be the sensor-equivalent of the Internet. 
According to them, the Sensor Web would be a global sensor that connects all sensors or 
sensor databases. The Sensor Web would be interoperable, intelligent, dynamic, scalable, 
and mobile. This is certainly going to revolutionize the concept of GPS systems. With 
these sensors connecting wirelessly via internet and possibly by satellite linkages, the 
possibility increases of having live feed for each location on the surface of the earth 
complete with video, audio and other parameters of interest at a particular time. It is going 
to be more like having a live webcam with the added benefit of knowing the current wind 
speed, temperature, humidity, etc. all wrapped up within the framework of a GIS so that 
the geospatial component is not lost. This will obviously warrant a multimedia data mining 
application to tap into the vast knowledge trapped in the video images. The knowledge 
from the video feeds is then integrated with the knowledge from the non-spatial data in 
order to get a perfect or approximate picture. Although the emphasis would not be on 
perfect, but on approximate because as Evan Vlachos framed it in his Opening Address to 
GIS 1994, "it is better to be approximately right rather than precisely wrong," (Vlachos, 
1994). 
The success of the scenario painted in the foregoing paragraphs can only be 
accomplished in a closely coupled working multi-disciplinary partnership. All the 
stakeholders involved must be accommodated at the outset to offset the possibility of 
creating integration problems later down the road. With object oriented programming 
platforms, each solution would be implemented as re-useable software application object. 
5.2.2 Geographic Data Mining 
The new ArcGIS 9 from ESRI is revolutionizing the concept of a geodatabase. The 
new ArcSDE has the capability for storing and managing vector, raster and survey dataset 
within the framework of the relational database management system (RDBMS) [ESRI, 
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2004b]. This implies that not only is the geospatial data linked to non-spatial dataset; it is 
also linked to images. Hence the user has the choice of what kind of map to view-vector 
maps or satellite imagery. This creates an enabling environment for geographic data 
mining ( GDM). 
Geographic data mining is at best a knowledge discovery process within the 
context of a map instead of a database. Miller and Han (2001) define it as the application 
of computational tools to reveal interesting patterns in objects or events distributed in 
geographic space and across time. The time component specifically refers to the satellite 
images which represent pictures taken over time. GDM is closely related to geographic 
visualization (GV) which is the integration of cartography, GIS, and scientific visualization 
for the purpose of exploring geographic data in order to communicate geographic 
information to end-users (MacEachren and Kraak, 1997). With these developments, the 
possibility of performing machine learning analysis on a map object will greatly increase 
the knowledge available for environmental management as this will reduce the level of 
abstraction of spatial data and preserve the loss of spatial information. Also GDM would 
be the best way to capture the contribution of the time component in the knowledge 
extracted. There is still the problem of how to incorporate a time component in the 
RDBMS (NAS, 2003). But GDM of satellite maps would remove the need to abstract the 
time component making satellite images a repository of spatial-temporal data. The next 
task will be to encapsulate these developments in re-useable application objects with well 
defined user interfaces in order to make it accessible to the managers of environmental 
resources. 
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APPENDIX I 
JAVA CODE FOR MAIN CLASS 
This appendix contains the main class of the KDI application. It requires some 
auxillary classes which are not included here. To get those classes, send an email to the 
author at inya@iastate.edu. 
import com.esri.arcgis. beans. TOC. TOCControl; 
import com. esri. arcgis. beans. TOC. esriTOCControlltem; 
import com.esri.arcgis. beans.map .MapControl; 
import com. esri. arc gis. beans. tool bar.*; 
import com.esri.arcgis.carto. *; 
import com.esri.arcgis.controlcommands. *; 
import com.esri.arcgis. datasourcesfile. Shape file W orkspaceF actory; 
import com.esri.arcgis.display. *; 
import com.esri.arcgis.geodatabase. *; 
import com.esri.arcgis.geometry. *; 
import com.esri.arcgis.system. *; 
import com.esri.arcgis.systemUI. *; 
importjava.awt. *; 
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent; 
import j ava.awt.event.ActionListener; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import j ava. text.DecimalF ormat; 




*Created on February 18, 2005, 3:15 PM 




* @author inya onwu 
*/ 
public class lnyaKDI extends javax.swing.JFrame { 
private File fileName; 
private JFileChooser fileChooser; 
private ReaderMap view; 
private Aolnitialize aolnit; 
private AttributeTable w; 
static SplashWindow sp; 
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String mapControlFlder, shpName; 
CustomizeDialog customizeDialog; //The Customize dialog box used by 
String mapUnits = ""; 
IMenuDef menudef, selectionMenudef = null; 
ToolbarMenu toolbarMenu, tocMenu =null; 
SimpleFillSymbol fillSymbol; 
!Envelope currentExtent; II The envelope drawn on the MapControl 
Map focusMap; //The mapControll's focus map 
!Geometry result= null; 
String _distance = null; 
int x,y; //setting location of components 
/**Creates a new form InyaKDI that can accept null*/ 
public InyaKDI(Object ob){} 
/**Creates new form InyaKDI */ 
public InyaKDI() throws IOException{ 
Engine Initializer.initialize V isualBeans(); 
aolnit =new Aolnitialize(); 
aolnit.initialize( esriLicenseProductCode.esriLicenseProductCodeEngine ); 
initComponents(); 
Imagelcon icon= new Imagelcon("C:\\inya\\Test\\icon\\framel .gif'); 
setlconlmage( icon.getlmage()); 
setContentPaneUDesktopPane 1 ); 
jDesktopPane 1.add(myToolbarPanel, java.awt.BorderLayout.NORTH); 
jDesktopPane 1.addUintemalFrame 1, java.awt.BorderLayout. CENTER); 
jlntemalFrame 1.setVisible(false ); 
//Create/set menu bar and content pane. 
MyPopups menu= new MyPopups(); 
this.setJMenuBar( menu.createMenuBar()); 
//this.setContentPane( menu.createContentPane()); 
view= new ReaderMap(); 
//create the customise Dialog 
createCustomizeDialog(); 
11 Create symbol used to draw overview on the MapControl. 
createOverviewSymbol(); 
11 Set the TOC and toolbar buddy to the mapControl 
tOCControl 1.setBuddyControl( mapControl 1 ); 
toolbarControl 1.setBuddyControl( mapControl 1 ); 
fillToolbar(); 
Dimension d = Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit().getScreenSize(); 
x = d.width/6; 
y = d.height/ 6; 
int width= d.width*2/3; 
int height = d.height*2/3; 
setBounds(x, y, width, height); 
//setSize( 678,567); 
/**This method is called from within the constructor to 
* initialize the form. 
* WARNING: Do NOT modify this code. The content of this method is 
*always regenerated by the Form Editor. 
*I 
private void initComponents() { 
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queryDialogBox = new javax.swing.JDialog(); 
jLabell =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
layerCombo =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel2 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
fieldNamesCombo =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jButtonl =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
jButton2 =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
fieldValuesCombo =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel3 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jPanel 1 = new javax.swing.JPanel(); 
equalBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
greaterThanBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
lessThanBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
andBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
orBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
queryTextArea =new javax.swing.JTextArea(); 
jLabel4 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
queryResultTableBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
jSeparatorl =new javax.swing.JSeparator(); 
showSelectedDialog =new javax.swing.JDialog(); 
selectLayerCB =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel5 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
setBufferDistanceChkB =new javax.swing.JCheckBox(); 
bufferDistance =new javax.swing.JTextField(); 
jLabel6 = new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
showSelectBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
cancelSelectBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
jLabel7 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jDesktopPanel =new javax.swing.JDesktopPane(); 
jlntemalFramel =new javax.swing.JintemalFrame(); 
toolPanel =new javax.swing.JPanel(); 
toolbarControl 1 = new com.esri.arcgis. beans. toolbar. ToolbarControl(); 
myToolbarl = new javax.swing.JToolBar(); 
addshplyrFile =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
bufferFeaturesbtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
query= new javax.swing.JButton(); 
getDataBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
metaBrowserBtn = new javax.swing.JButton(); 
joinTableLayer =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
customizeCB = new javax.swing.JCheckBox(); 
mapControll =new com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.MapControl(); 
leftpanel = new javax.swing.JPanel(); 
tOCControll =new com.esri.arcgis.beans.TOC.TOCControl(); 
bottompanel =new javax.swing.JPanel(); 
map= new com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.MapControl(); 
statusPanel =new javax.swing.JPanel(); 
MapPoint =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
status = new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
myToolbarPanel =new javax.swing.JPanel(); 
myToolbar =new javax.swing.JToolBar(); 
addDataBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
viewtoggle =new javax.swing.JToggleButton(); 
wekaBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
mapData ViewBtn = new javax.swing.JButton(); 
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trackerApp =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
queryDialogBox. getContentPane() .setLayout( null); 
queryDialogBox. setDefaultCloseOperation(j av ax. swing. WindowConstants .DIS POSE_ ON_ CLOSE); 
queryDialogBox.setTitle("Query"); 
queryDialogBox.setCursor(new java.awt.Cursor(java.awt.Cursor.DEFAULT _CURSOR)); 
query DialogBox. getAccessib leContext(). setAccessibleParent( this); 
jLabell.setFont(new java.awt.Font("Arial Black", 0, 10)); 
jLabell .setHorizontalAlignment(javax.swing.SwingConstants.TRAILING); 
jLabell .setText("Chose Layer"); 
jLabell .setHorizontalTextPosition(javax.swing.SwingConstants.LEADING); 
jLabell .setMaximumSize(new java.awt.Dimension(70, 25)); 
jLabell.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(70, 25)); 
jLabel 1. setRequestF ocusEnabled( false); 
queryDialogBox. getContentPane(). add(jLabel 1); 
jLabell.setBounds(50, 10, 80, 25); 
layerCombo.setAutoscrolls(true); 
layerCombo.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(127, 25)); 
layerCombo.additernListener(new java.awt.event.IternListener() { 





layerCombo.setBounds(140, 10, 220, 25); 




jLabel2.setMaximumSize(new java.awt.Dimension(lOO, 25)); 
jLabel2.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension( 100, 25)); 
queryDialogBox.getContentPane().add(jLabel2); 
jLabel2.setBounds(41, 35, 90, 25); 
fieldN amesCombo.setAutoscrolls( true); 
fieldNamesCombo.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(127, 25)); 
fieldN amesCombo .addActionListener( new j ava.a wt.event.ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
fieldN amesComboActionPerformed( evt); 
} 
} ); 
queryDialogBox. getContentPane() .add( fieldN amesCombo); 
fieldNamesCombo.setBounds(140, 40, 260, 25); 
jButtonl .setText("OK"); 
jButtonl .addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





queryDialogBox. getContentPane() .addUButton 1 ); 
jButtonl.setBounds(50, 170, 100, 23); 
jButton2.setText("CLOSE"); 
jButton2 .addActionListener( new j ava.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





jButton2.setBounds(250, 170, 120, 23); 
fieldValuesCombo.setAutoscrolls( true); 
queryDialogBox.getContentPane(). add( fieldValuesCombo); 
fieldValuesCombo.setBounds(140, 70, 260, 22); 
jLabel3.setFont(new java.awt.Font("Arial Black", 0, 10)); 
jLabel3 .setHorizontalAlignmentU avax.swing. S wingConstants. TRAILING); 
jLabel3.setText("Field Values"); 
jLabel3 .setHorizontalTextPositionU avax.swing. SwingConstants.LEAD ING); 
jLabel3.setMaximumSize(new java.awt.Dimension(lOO, 25)); 
jLabel3.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(lOO, 25)); 
queryDialogBox.getContentPane() .addULabel3); 
jLabel3.setBounds(40, 60, 90, 25); 
equalBtn.setText("="); 
equalBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




jPanel I .add( equalBtn); 
greaterThanBtn.setText(">"); 
greaterThanBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 






lessThanBtn. addActionListener( new j ava.awt. event.ActionListener() { 







andBtn. addActionListener(new j ava.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




jPanel I .add( andBtn); 
orBtn.setText("OR"); 
orBtn.addActionListener( new j ava. awt.event.ActionListener() { 




jPanell .add( orBtn); 
queryDialogBox.getContentPane().add(jPanell); 
jPanell .setBounds( 430, 60, 140, 70); 
queryTextArea.setColumns( 5 6); 
queryTextArea.setRows( 1); 
queryTextArea.setToolTipText("Query String"); 
queryTextArea.setBorder(new javax.swing.border.LineBorder(new java.awt.Color(O, 0, O))); 
queryTextArea. setDoubleBuffered( true); 
queryTextArea. setDragEnabled( true); 
queryDialogBox. getContentPane(). add( queryTextArea); 
queryTextArea.setBounds(lO, 110, 390, 20); 
jLabel4.setFont(new java.awt.Font("Arial Black", 0, 10)); 
jLabel4.setHorizonta1Alignment(javax.swing.SwingConstants.TRAILING); 
jLabel4.setText("Get Query Results as a Table"); 
jLabel4.setHorizontalTextPosition(javax.swing.SwingConstants.LEADING); 
jLabel4.setMaximumSize(new java.awt.Dimension(70, 25)); 
jLabel4.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(70, 25)); 
jLabel4. setRequestF ocusEnabled( false); 
queryDialogBox.getContentPane() .add(jLabel4); 
jLabel4.setBounds(410, 140, 180, 25); 
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queryResultTableBtn.setlcon( new j avax. swing.Imagelcon(getClass() .getResource("icon/table. GIF"))); 
queryResultTableBtn.setT ext("Query Results"); 
queryResultTableBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





queryResultTableBtn.setBounds( 450, 170, 120, 25); 
j Separator l .setBackground(j avax.swing. UIManager .getDefaults(). getColor("Button. light")); 
j Separator 1. setBorder( new j av ax. swing. border.EtchedBorder()); 
jSeparatorl .setOpaque(true ); 
jSeparatorl .setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(2, 6)); 
queryDialogBox.getContentPane().add(jSeparatorl); 
jSeparatorl.setBounds(O, 2, 600, 230); 
showSelectedDialog.getContentPane().setLayout(null); 
showSelectedDialog.getContentPane().add( selectLayerCB ); 
selectLayerCB.setBounds(150, 20, 280, 30); 
jLabel5.setText("Select Map Layer"); 
showSelectedDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel5); 
jLabel5.setBounds(30, 30, 100, 20); 
setBufferDistanceChkB.setText("Check to set buffer distance"); 
setBufferDistanceChkB.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





setBufferDistanceChkB.setBounds(350, 70, 180, 23); 
bufferDistance.setText("O.O"); 
showSelectedDialog.getContentPane() .add(bufferDistance); 
bufferDistance.setBounds(150, 70, 120, 30); 
jLabel6.setText("Map units"); 
showSelectedDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel6); 
jLabel6.setBounds(280, 70, 70, 30); 
showSelectBtn.setText("Show Attribute table of selected features"); 
showSelectBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





showSelectBtn.setBounds(50, 130, 270, 30); 
cancelSelectBtn. setText("Cancel "); 
cancelSelectBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





cancelSelectBtn.setBounds(360, 130, 120, 30); 
jLabel7.setText("Enter buffer distance"); 
showSelectedDialog.getContentPane() .add(jLabel7); 
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jLabel7.setBounds(30, 80, 100, 20); 
setDefaultCloseOperation(javax.swing. WindowConstants.EXIT _ON_ CLOSE); 
setTitle("Knowledge Discovery Interface"); 
addWindowListener(new java.awt.event. Window Adapter() { 
public void windowClosed(java.awt.event.WindowEvent evt) { 
form WindowClosed( evt); 
} 
public void windowClosing(java.awt.event.WindowEvent evt) { 
form W indowClosing( evt); 
} 
} ); 
jDesktopPane l .setDoubleBuffered(true ); 
jDesktopPane 1.setSelectedFrame(jlntemalFrame 1 ); 
jDesktopPane 1.addComponentListener(new java.awt.event.ComponentAdapter() { 
public void componentResized(java.awt.event.ComponentEvent evt) { 
jDesktopPane 1 ComponentResized( evt); 
} 
} ); 
getContentPane() .add(jDesktopPane 1, java.awt.BorderLayout. CENTER); 
jlntemalFrame l .setTitle("ADD DATA INTERFACE"); 
jlntemalFrame l .setAutoscrolls(true ); 
jlntemalFrame l .setDoubleBuffered(true ); 
jlntemalFrame l .setFramelcon( new 
j avax.swing. lmagelcon(getClass(). getResource(" icon/ AddData. gif '))); 
jlntemalFramel.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(1280, 39)); 
jlntemalFrame 1.setVisible(true ); 
jlntemalFrame 1.addComponentListener(new java.awt.event.ComponentAdapter() { 
public void componentResized(java.awt.event.ComponentEvent evt) { 





toolbarControll .esri_ setEnabled(true ); 




toolbarControl 1.setMenuTracking( true); 




toolbarControl 1.setToolTips(true ); 





toolbarControl 1.addIToolbarControlEventsListener( new 
com.esri.arcgis.beans.toolbar.IToolbarControlEvents() { 
public void 
onMouseDown( com. esri. arc gis. beans. toolbar .IToolbarControlEventsOnMouseDownEvent evt )throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
toolbarControll OnMouseDown( evt); 
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public void onMouse Up( com. esri.arcgis. beans. toolbar .IToolbarControlEventsOnMouse UpEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void 
onMouseMove( com. esri. arcgis. beans. toolbar. IT oolbarControlEventsOnMouseMoveEvent evt )throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
toolbarControll OnMouseMove( evt); 
} 
public void 
onDoubleClick( com. esri.arcgis. beans. toolbar. IT oolbarControlEventsOnDoubleClickEvent evt )throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onKeyDown(com.esri.arcgis.beans.toolbar.IToolbarControlEventsOnKeyDownEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onKeyUp(com.esri.arcgis.beans.toolbar.IToolbarControlEventsOnKeyUpEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
pub lie void onI temClick( com. esri. arc gis .beans. toolbar .IT oolbarControlEventsOnltemClickEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
} ); 




myToolbarl .setFloatable(false ); 
myToolbarl.setRollover(true); 
myToolbarl.setToolTipText("Add Data toolbar"); 
myToolbarl .setAutoscrolls(true ); 
myToolbarl .setDoubleBuffered( true); 
myToolbarl .setFocusCycleRoot(true ); 
addshpl yrFile. setlcon( new j av ax. swing.Imagelcon(getClass(). getResource(" icon/ AddData.gif'))); 
addshplyrFile.setText("Add Shapefile"); 
addshplyrFile.setToolTipText("Adds a shapefile to the map as a layer"); 
addshplyrFile.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




myToolbarl .add( addshplyrFile ); 
bufferF eatures btn.setlcon( new j a vax. swing.Imagelcon(getClass() .getResource(" icon/buffer. GIF"))); 
bufferFeaturesbtn.setText("Buffer Selected Features"); 
bufferFeaturesbtn.setToolTipText("Buffers the selected features"); 
bufferFeaturesbtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




myToolbar 1. add(buffer Features btn); 
query. setlcon( new j av ax. swing.Imagelcon(getClass() .getResource(" icon/Query Expression. GIF"))); 
query. setT ext(" Query"); 
query.setToolTipText("Opens dialog box for querying the map layers"); 
query.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




my Too lbar l . add( query); 
getDataBtn. setlcon( new j av ax. swing.Imagelcon(getClass(). getResource(" icon/tab le. GIF"))); 
getDataBtn.setText("Get Data"); 
getDataBtn.setToolTipText("Retrieves Attribute table"); 
getDataBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





metaBrowserBtn. setlcon( new j av ax. swing.Imagelcon(getClass(). getResource( "icon/report. G IF"))); 
metaBrowserBtn.setText("MetaBrowser"); 
metaBrowserBtn.setToolTipText("Shows the metadata information for the selected layer"); 
metaBrowserBtn.addActionListener( new j ava.awt. event.ActionListener() { 






joinTableLayer.setBorder(new javax.swing.border.EmptyBorder(new java.awt.lnsets(3, 3, 3, 3))); 
joinTableLayer.setMaximumSize(new java.awt.Dimension( 109, 23)); 
joinTableLayer.setMinimumSize(new java.awt.Dimension(109, 23)); 
joinTableLayer.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(109, 23)); 
joinTableLayer.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 







customizeCB.setToolTipText("Gives access to more toolbar commands"); 
customizeCB.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




myToolbarl .add( customizeCB); 
toolPanel.add(myToolbarl, java.awt.BorderLayout.SOUTH); 
jlnternalFrame l .getContentPane().add( toolPanel, java.awt.BorderLayout.NORTH); 
try { 
mapControl 1.esri _ setEnabled( true); 




mapControll .setOleDropEnabled(true ); 




mapControl 1.setShowMapTips(true ); 





mapControl l . addIMapControlEvents2Listener( new com. esri. arcgis. beans .map .IMapControlEvents2() 
public void onMouseDown( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapControlEvents20nMouseDownEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
mapControl 1 OnMouseDown( evt); 
public void onMouseUp( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.1MapContro1Events20nMouseUpEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onMouseMove( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapControlEvents20nMouseMoveEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
mapControll OnMouseMove( evt); 
} 
public void onDoubleClick( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapControlEvents20nDoubleClickEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void 
onSelectionChanged( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nSelectionChangedEvent evt)throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void 
on View Refreshed( com. esri. arcgis. beans. map .IMapControlEvents2 On ViewRefreshedEvent evt )throws 




evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void 
onAfterScreenDraw( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nAfterScreenDrawEvent evt)throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onAfterDraw( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nAfterDrawEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void 
onExtentUpdated( com. esri.arcgis. beans.map. IMapContro1Events20nExtentUpdatedEvent evt )throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 




onFullExtentUpdated( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.1MapContro1Events20nFu11ExtentUpdatedEvent evt)throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onOleDrop( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nOleDropEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onKeyDown(com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nKeyDownEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onKeyUp( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nKeyUpEvent evt)throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void 
onMapRep laced( com. esri. arcgis. beans. map .IMapContro1Events2 OnMapReplacedEvent evt )throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
} ); 
mapControll OnMapReplaced( evt); 
} catch (java.io.IOException el) { 
e 1.printStackTrace(); 
j IntemalF rame 1. getContentP ane() .add( mapControl 1, j ava. a wt.Border Layout. CENTER); 
mapControl 1.getAccessibleContext() .setAccessibleParent( this); 
leftpanel.setLayout(new java.awt.BorderLayout()); 
leftpanel.setF ocusCycleRoot( true); 
try { 
tOCControl 1. addITOCControlEventsListener( new com. esri. arcgis. beans. TOC .ITOCControlEvents() 
public void onMouseDown(com.esri.arcgis.beans.TOC.ITOCControlEventsOnMouseDownEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
tOCControl 1 OnMouseDown( evt); 
public void onMouseUp(com.esri.arcgis.beans.TOC.ITOCControlEventsOnMouseUpEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
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public void onMouseMove(com.esri.arcgis.beans.TOC.ITOCControlEventsOnMouseMoveEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onDoubleClick( com.esri.arcgis.beans. TOC.ITOCControlEventsOnDoubleClickEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onKeyDown( com.esri.arcgis.beans.TOC.ITOCControlEventsOnKeyDownEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onKeyUp( com.esri.arcgis.beans.TOC.ITOCControlEventsOnKeyUpEvent evt)throws 




j ava. io .I 0 Exception, com. linar .j integra.Automa tionException { 
} 
public void 
onEndLabelEdit( com. esri.arcgis. beans. TOC .ITOCControlEventsOnEndLabelEditEvent evt )throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
} ); 
tOCControl 1 OnEndLabelEdit( evt); 
} catch (java.io.IOException el) { 
e 1.printStackTrace(); 
leftpanel.add(tOCControl 1, java.awt.BorderLayout.CENTER); 
bottompanel.setLayout(new java.awt.BorderLayout()); 
bottompanel. setF ocusCycleRoot( true); 
bottompanel.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(200, 200)); 
try { 
map. esri _ setEnabled( true); 














map.addIMapContro1Events2Listener(new com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.1MapControlEvents2() { 
public void onMouseDown( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nMouseDownEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onMouseUp(com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.1MapContro1Events20nMouseUpEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
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public void onMouseMove( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapControlEvents20nMouseMoveEvent 
evt )throws j ava.io.I 0 Exception, com.linar .jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onDoubleClick(com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapControlEvents20nDoubleClickEvent 












evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void 
onAfterScreenDraw( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapControlEvents20nAfterScreenDrawEvent evt)throws 
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onAfterDraw(com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapControlEvents20nAfterDrawEvent 









java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onOleDrop(com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nOleDropEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onKeyDown( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nKeyDownEvent 
evt )throws j ava.io.I 0 Exception, com.linar .j integra.AutomationException { 
} 
public void onKeyUp( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.1MapControlEvents20nKeyUpEvent evt)throws 




java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
} 
} ); 
} catch (java.io.IOException el) { 
e 1.printStackTrace(); 
bottompanel.add( map, java.awt.BorderLayout. CENTER); 
leftpanel.add(bottompanel, java.awt.BorderLayout.SOUTH); 
jlntemalFrame 1.getContentPane() .add(leftpanel, j ava. a wt.Border Layout. WEST); 
leftpanel. getAccessibleContext(). setAccessibleParent( this); 
statusPanel.setLayout( new java.awt.BorderLayout() ); 
statusPanel.setF ocusCycleRoot( true); 
statusPanel.setName("statusPanel"); 
statusPanel.setPreferredSize(new j ava.awt.Dimension(25, 20) ); 
statusPanel.setV erifylnputWhenF ocusTarget( false); 
MapPoint.setDoubleBuffered( true); 




status.setF ocusCycleRoot( true); 
status.setOpaque( true); 
statusPanel.add(status, java.awt.BorderLayout.WEST); 
j IntemalFrame 1. getContentPane(). add( statusPanel, j ava.awt.BorderLa yout. SOUTH); 
getContentPane().add(jlntemalFrame 1, java.awt.BorderLayout. CENTER); 
myToolbarPanel.setLayout(new java.awt.BorderLayout()); 
myToolbarPanel.setToolTipText("Custom Toolbar"); 
myToolbarPanel.setPreferredSize( new j ava.awt.Dimension(900, 25) ); 
myToolbar. setPreferredSize( new j ava. a wt. Dimension( 12 80, 2 7)); 
addDataBtn.setlcon( new j av ax. swing.Imagelcon(getClass(). getResource(" icon/ AddData.gif '))); 
addDataBtn.setText("Add Data"); 
addDataBtn.setToolTipText("Adds a shapefile to the map as a layer"); 
addDataBtn.setName("AddData"); 
addDataBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
addDataB tnActionP erformed( evt); 
} 
}); 
addDataBtn.addMouseListener(new java.awt.event.MouseAdapter() { 





viewtoggle.setlcon(new javax.swing.Imagelcon("icon/clipboard _ 1.GIF")); 
viewtoggle.setText("View Reader"); 
viewtoggle.setToolTipText("Toggles the control between MapControl and ReaderControl"); 
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viewtoggle.setName("viewReader''); 
viewtoggle.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




myToolbar. add( viewtoggle); 
wekaBtn.setlcon( new javax.swing.lmagelcon(getClass().getResource("icon/weka 1. GIF")) ); 
wekaBtn. setT ext( "W eka Explorer"); 
wekaBtn.setName("weka"); 
wekaBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





map Data View Btn. setlcon( new j avax. swing. Imagelcon(getClass(). getResource( "icon/magnifying 
glass_ 2.GIF"))); 
mapData ViewBtn.setText("Visualize Map Data"); 
mapData ViewBtn.setName("VisMapData"); 
mapData ViewBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
} 
} ); 
mapData ViewBtnActionPerformed( evt); 
myToolbar.add(mapData ViewBtn); 
trackerApp.setText("Application"); 
trackerApp.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





myToolbarPanel.add(myToolbar, j ava.awt.BorderLayout.CENTER); 
getContentPane().add( myToolbarPanel, java.awt.BorderLayout.NOR TH); 
pack(); 
private void setBufferDistanceChkBActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try{ 
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IF eatureSelection lay = new F eatureLayer( mapControl 1.getLayer( selectLayerCB.getSelectedlndex()) ); 
double buffer Dist =new Double(bufferDistance.getText()).double Value(); 
lay. setBufferDistance(bufferDist); 
} catch(IOException io) {} 
private void cancelSelectBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
showSelectedDialog. set Visible( false); 
} 
private void showSelectBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
String sQuery = ""; 
try{ 
w =new AttributeTable(); 
IFeatureSelection lay= new 
F eatureLayer( mapControl l .getLayer( selectLayerCB .getSelectedlndex())); 
II lay.setBufferDistance(lOOOO.O); 
} 
ISelectionSet set= lay.getSelectionSet(); 
IEnurnIDs setld = set.getIDs(); 
for (int s = O; s < set.getCount();s++){ 
sQuery +=" FID ="+setld.next()+" OR"; 
} 
System.out. println( set.getCount()); 
int endlndex = sQuery.lastlndexOf("OR"); 
sQuery = sQuery.substring(O, endlndex-1); 
System.out.println(sQuery); 
QueryFilter qFilter =new QueryFilter(); 
qFilter .setWhereClause( sQuery ); 
final !Layer layer = mapControl 1.getLayer( selectLayerCB.getSelectedlndex() ); 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
I lfieldValuesCombo.removeAllltems(); 
w. viewRecordslnShapefile(layer ,qFilter); 
w.setLocation(0,26); 
w.setSize(S00,200); 
w.setTitle("Selected Features on " +layer.getName()); 
w.setVisible( true); 
}catch(IOException io){} 
private voidjDesktopPanelComponentResizedUava.awt.event.ComponentEvent evt) { 




jlntemalFrame l .setSizeUDesktopPane l .getW idth()JDesktopPane l .getHeight()-25); 
private void trackerAppActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try{ 
Tracker trak =new Tracker(); 
trak.setVisible(true); 
trak.toFront(); 
}catch (IOException io){} 
makelnvisible( trackerApp.getName() ); 
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private void equalBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
queryTextArea.append(11 11 + equalBtn.getText()); 
private void greaterThanBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
queryTextArea.append(" 11 + greaterThanBtn.getText()); 
private void lessThanBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
queryTextArea.append(11 "+ lessThanBtn.getText()); 
private void andBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
queryTextArea.append( 11 "+ andBtn.getText()); 
private void orBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
queryTextArea.append( 11 11 + orBtn.getText()); 
private void joinTableLayerActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
JoinLyrTable join= new JoinLyrTable(rnapControll ); 
private void metaBrowserBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
MetaDisplay meta= new MetaDisplay(mapControll); 
AttributeTable att = new AttributeTable(); 
att.updateLayerDropDown(meta.rnapLayerCB, rnapControll); 
meta.jDialogl .setSize( 550,250); 
meta.jDialog 1.setVisible( true); 
private void 
tOCControl l OnMouseDown( com.esri.arcgis.beans. TOC.ITOCControlEventsOnMouseDownEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutornationException { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
!Layer selectLayer = null;// for tracking the selected layer on the TOC 
!Layer layer [] = {null}; 
int itemType [] = { 0}; 
//Determine what kind of item has been clicked on 
tOCControl 1.getAsITOCControl().hitTest( evt.getX(), evt.getY(), itemType, null, layer, null, null); 
//species the layer item 
if(itemType[O] == esriTOCControlltem.esriTOCControllternLayer) 
selectLayer = layer[O]; 
if( evt.getButton()==2) { 
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createPopupMenu( rnapControl 1,rnap, tOCControl l ,selectLayer). show( (Component )evt. getSource(), evt. getX( 
), evt.getY()); 
} 
private void queryResultTableBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try{ 
w =new AttributeTable(); 
QueryFilter qFilter =new QueryFilter(); 
qFilter. set WhereClause( queryTextArea. getT ext()); 
final !Layer layer = mapControll .getLayer(layerCombo.getSelectedlndex()); 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
fieldValuesCombo.removeAllitems(); 
w. view RecordslnShapefile(la yer ,qF ilter); 
w.setLocation(0,26); 
w.setSize( 500,200); 
w.setTitle( 11 Query Results for 11 +layer.getName()); 
w.setVisible(true); 
} catch (Exception ioe) {} 
private void layerComboltemStateChangedUava.awt.event.ItemEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try{ 
fieldN amesCombo.removeAllitems(); 
!Layer mapLayer = rnapControll .getLayer(layerCombo.getSelectedlndex()); 
w.getTheFields(fieldNamesCombo,rnapLayer); 
} catch (IO Exception ioe) {} 
private void fieldNamesComboActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try { 
int layerlndex = layerCombo.getSelectedlndex(); 
if (layerlndex ! = -1 ){ 
!Layer layer= rnapControll.getLayer(layerlndex); 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
IFeatureClass featureClass = featureLayer.getFeatureClass(); 
IFeatureCursor fCursur =new IFeatureClassProxy(featureLayer.getDisplayTable()).search(null, 
true); 
} 
fieldV aluesCombo.removeAlll terns(); 
w.updateLayerDropDown( fCursur, fieldN amesCombo.getSelectedlndex(), fieldValuesCombo ); 
} 
} catch (IO Exception ioe) {} 
if ( fieldN amesCombo.getSelectedltem()== null) 
queryTextArea. append("''); 
else 
queryTextArea.append( 11 11 + fieldNamesCombo.getSelectedltem().toString()); 
private void jButtonlActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
process Query(); 
private void jButton2ActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
queryTextArea. setT ext(""); 
layerCombo.removeAlllterns(); 
queryDialogBox.dispose(); 
private void mapData ViewBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
jlntemalFrame 1.setTitle("Map Data View"); 
jlntemalFrame l .setFramelcon( new 
j av ax. swing.Imagelcon(getClass(). getResource(" icon/flowchart_ 2. GIF"))); 
try{ 
toolPanel.remove( l ); 
toolPanel.add( new Map_ Data View( mapControl 1,map, tOCControll ).jToolBar 1, 
Border Layout. SOUTH); 
} catch (IOException io){} 
make Invisible( map Data ViewBtn.getName() ); 
} 
private void addshplyrFileActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
Utils nu= new Utils(); 
File[] fileName = nu.selectFile(); 
I ISystem.out.println( fileN ame.length); 
if (fileName !=null){ 
for(int file= O; file< fileName.length; file++){ 
if (nu. getExtension( fileN ame[ file]). compare To(" dwg ")== 011 
nu. getExtension( fileN ame [file]). compare To(" dxf')== Oii 
nu.getExtension(fileName[ file ]).compareTo("dgn")== 0) { 
nu.addCADFile(mapControll, map, fileName[file]); 
} else if (nu.getExtension(fileName[file ]).compareTo("shp")== 011 
nu.getExtension(fileName[file ]).compareTo("lyr")== 0) { 
nu.addShpLyrFile(mapControll, map, fileName[file]); 
} else 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( this, fileName[file].toString()+" NOT 
SUPPORTTED!\nSelect ONLY .dgn,.dxf,.dwg files.", 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR _MESSAGE ); 
} 
} else JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( this, "NO FILE WAS SELECTED", 
"ERROR", JOptionPane.ERROR _MESSAGE ); 
private void wekaBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
new Explorer().getExplorer("C:\\Documents and 
Settings\ \gislab \\Desktop\ \landuse.csv");l l.setVisible( true); 
} 
private void getDataBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
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try{ 
w =new AttributeTable(); 
int layerlndex; 
w.getMapLayersCombo.removeAllltems(); 
if(mapControll.getLayerCount() == 1) 
layerlndex = O; 
else{ 
} 




layerlndex = w.getMapLayersCombo.getSelectedlndex(); 
if (layerlndex != -1 ){ 
final !Layer layer= mapControll.getLayer(layerlndex); 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
fieldValuesCombo.removeAllltems(); 






JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( this, "Operation Cancelled or No Valid Layer Selected", 
"INFO", JOptionPane.INFORMA TION _MESSAGE); 
} catch (Exception ioe) {} 
private void customizeCBActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try { 
if ( customizeCB.isSelected()) { 
customizeDialog.startDialog( toolbarControl 1.getHWnd()); 
} else { 
customizeDialog.closeDialog(); 
} 
} catch (Exception ee) { 
ee.printStackTrace(); 
private void queryActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
11 Make sure that a layer has been added 
try{ 
w =new AttributeTable(); 
int layerCount = mapControll.getLayerCount(); 
if (layerCount == 0) { 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Please add a feature layer first"); 
} else { 
layerCombo.removeAllltems(); 





} catch (IOException ioe){} 
private void bufferFeaturesbtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
} 
II processBufferButtonAction( evt); 
try{ 
w = new AttributeTable(); 
int layerCount = mapControll.getLayerCount(); 
if (layerCount == 0) { 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Please add a feature layer first"); 




showSelectedDialog.setSize( 597 ,255); 
showSelectedDialog.setVisible( true); 
} catch(IOException io) {} 
private void jlntemalFrame 1 ComponentResized(java.awt.event.ComponentEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
jlntemalFrame 1.setLocation(0,26); 
private void viewtoggleActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try { 
if (viewtoggle.isSelected()) { 
jDesktopPane 1.add(view, java.awt.BorderLayout.CENTER); 
jlntemalF rame 1. setlcon( true); 
view.setLocation(0,26); 
view.pack();//setSize(620,464); 
view. set Visible( true); 
viewtoggle.setText("Retum to Add Data Interface"); 
} else { 
} 
view. set Visible( false); 
jlntemalFramel .setlcon(false ); 
viewtoggle. setT ext( "View Reader"); 
} catch (Exception ioe) { 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( this, "Could not open ReaderControl", 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR _MESSAGE ); 
private void 
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toolbarControl 1 OnMouseDown( com. esri. arcgis. beans. tool bar .IToolbarControlEventsOnMouseDownEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try { 
//Determine if the mouse is over an item 
} 
long index= toolbarControll.hitTest(evt.getX(), evt.getY(), false); 
if(index != -1) { 
//Get a reference to the Toolbarltem interface 
IT oolbar Item toolbarltem = toolbarContro 11. getltem( (int )index); 
//Set statusbar text 
status.setT ext( toolbarl tern. getCommand(). getMessage()); 
} else 
status.setText(""); 
} catch (Exception ex) { 
System.out.println("Exception in ToobarControlListener#onMouseMove : " + ex); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
private void addDataBtnMouseEnteredUava.awt.event.MouseEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
//Set statusbar text 
status.setText( addshplyrFile.getToolTipText( evt) ); 
} 
private void 
tOCControl l OnEndLabelEdit( com. esri. arcgis. beans. TOC .ITOCControlEventsOnEndLabelEditEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
String newLabel = evt.getNewLabel(); 




mapControl 1 OnExtentUpdated( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.1MapControlEvents20nExtentUpdatedEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
currentExtent = mapControll.getExtent(); 
DisplayTransformation dt = new DisplayTransformation(mapControl 1.getActive View(). 
getScreenDisplay().getDisplayTransformation()); 
dt.addITransforrnEventsListener( new ITransforrnEventsAdapter() { 




11 set the currentExtent to the new visible extent 
currentExtent = evt.getSender().getVisibleBounds(); 
11 refresh the map components foreground phase 
map.refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewForeground, null, null); 
private void mapOnAfterDraw( com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.1MapContro1Events20nAfterDrawEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
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if (evt.getViewDrawPhase() == esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewForeground && 
currentExtent.getEnvelope()!= null) { 
} 
try { 
II Draw the shape on the MapControi. 
map.drawShape( currentExtent, fillSymbol); 
} catch (Exception e) { 




evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
if ( mapControll . checkMxFile( mapContro 11.getDocumentF ilename())) 
map.loadMxFile(mapControll .getDocumentFilename(), null, null); 
map .setExtent( map. getFullExtent()); 
focusMap = new Map( mapControll .getActive View().getFocusMap()); 
currentExtent = focusMap.getExtent(); 
DisplayTransformation dt =new 
DisplayTransformation(focusMap.getScreenDisplay().getDisplayTransformation()); 
dt. addITransformEventsListener( new ITransforrnEventsAdapter() { 




11 Set currentExtent to the new visible extent. 
currentExtent = evt.getSender().getVisibleBounds(); 
11 Refresh the map components foreground phase. 
map .refresh( esriViewDra wPhase. esriView Fore ground, null, null); 
private void 
mapControl10nMouseDown(com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nMouseDownEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try { 
if( evt.getButton() == 2){ 
I !Popup the menu { 
toolbarMenu.popupMenu( evt.getX(), evt.getY(), mapControll .getHWnd()); 
} 
} catch (Exception iie){} 
private void 
mapControl10nMouseMove(com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.IMapContro1Events20nMouseMoveEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
try { 
//Set statusbar text 
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DecimalFormat format= new DecimalFormat( 11 .00 11); 
MapPoint.setText(format.format(evt.getMapX()) + 11 11 + format.format(evt.getMapY())+ 11 "+ 
mapUnits); 
} catch (Exception ex) { 




toolbarControl 1 OnMouseMove( com.esri. arcgis. beans. toolbar .IToolbarContro lEventsOnMouseMoveEvent 
evt)throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try { 
//Determine if the mouse is over an item 
long index = toolbarControl 1.hitTest( evt.getX(), evt.getY(), false); 
if( index != -1) { 
//Get a reference to the Toolbarltem interface 
IToolbarltem toolbarltem = toolbarControll .getltem((int)index); 
//Set statusbar text 
status. setT ext( tool bar Item. getCommand(). getMessage()); 
} else 
status.setText(""); 
} catch (Exception ex) { 
System.out.println("Exception in ToobarControlListener#onMouseMove : "+ex); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
private void addDataBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
if( sp .is Visible() 11 j IntemalFrame I .is Visible()== false){ 
sp. set Visible( false); 
sp. dispose(); 
jlntemalFrame l .setVisible( true); 
} else{ 




jlntemalFramel.setTitle("ADD DATA INTERFACE"); 
jlntemalFrame 1.setFramelcon( new javax.swing.lmagelcon("C:\ \inya \\Test\ \icon\ \AddData.GIF 11 ) ); 
myToolbarl .setVisible( true); 
make Invisible( addDataBtn.getName());//disables the button 





} catch (IO Exception io) {} 
private void formWindowClosed(java.awt.event.WindowEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
/** 
* populates the toolbar with pre-defined ESRI control buttons 
*/ 
private void fillToolbar() throws IOException { 
toolbarControll.addltem(new ControlsOpenDocCommand(), 0, 0, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly); //open 
toolbarControll.addltem( new ControlsPageZoomlnTool(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly ); 
toolbarControll.addltem( new ControlsPageZoomOutTool(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly ); 
toolbarControll.addltem( new ControlsPagePanTool(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly ); 
toolbarControll.addltem( new ControlsPageZoomWholePageCommand(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly ); 
toolbarControl 1.addltem( new ControlsPageZoornPageToLastExtentBackCommand(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly ); 
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toolbarControll.addltem( new ControlsPageZoornPageToLastExtentForwardCommand(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly ); 
toolbarControll.addltem(new ControlsMapZoomlnTool(), 0, -1, true, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconAndText); //Zoomln 
toolbarControll.addltem(new ControlsMapZoomOutTool(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconAndText); //ZoomOut 
toolbarControll.addltem(new ControlsMapPanTool(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconAndText); //Pan 
toolbarControll.addltem(new ControlsMapFullExtentCommand(), 0, -1, true, 20, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly); //FullExtent 
toolbarControll.addltem(new ControlsMapZoomToLastExtentBackCommand(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly); //ZoomToLastExtentBackCommand 
toolbarControl 1.addltem( new ControlsMapZoomToLastExtentF orwardCommand(), 0, -1, false, 
O,esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconOnly ); //ZoomToLastExtentForwardCommand 
toolbarControll.addltem(new ControlsSelectFeaturesTool(), 0, -1, true, 0, 
esri CommandStyles. esri CommandSty lelconAndText); //SelectF eatures 
toolbarControll.addltem(new ControlsClearSelectionCommand(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esriCommandStyles.esriCommandStylelconAndText); //ClearSelections 
toolbarControll .addltem(new ControlsUndoCommand(), 0, -1, false, 0, 
esri CommandSty les. esri CommandStylelconAndText); //undo button 
} 
//Create a Navigation MenuDef object 
menudef= new NavigationMenu(); 
//Create a new ToolbarMenu 
toolbarMenu =new ToolbarMenu(); 
toolbarMenu. addltem( menudef, 0, -1, false, esri CommandStyles. esri CommandSty lelconAndText); 
//Set the Toolbarmenu's hook 
toolbarMenu. setHook( toolbarControl 1. getObj ect()); 
Map map= new Map(rnapControll.getMap()); 
rnap.addIActive ViewEventsListener( new Active ViewEventListener() ); 
/** 
*@param !Layer object- selected layer of the TOC 
* returns the selected layer index of the TOC 
*/ 
public int getSelectedLayer(ILayer selectLayer)throws IO Exception { 
int selectLayerlndex = -1; 
for( int index= O; index< rnapControll.getLayerCount(); index++){ 
if(selectLayer.equals(mapControll.getLayer(index)))// && index> 0) 
selectLayerlndex = index; 
return selectLayerlndex; 
/** 
*creates popup menu for the TOC 
*@param MapControl object- main display map 
*@param MapControl object- overview map 
*@param TOCControl object- Table of Contents for map 
*@param !Layer object- the selected layer on the TOc 
* 
*A void null inputs! 
*returns a JPopupMenu object 
*/ 
public JPopupMenu createPopupMenu(final MapControl mapControll, final MapControl map, 
TOCControl toCControll, !Layer selectLyr)throws IOException { 
JMenultem menultem; 
final int layer= getSelectedLayer(selectLyr); 
//Create the popup menu. 
final JPopupMenu popup = new JPopupMenu(); 
menultem =new JMenultem("Move up Layer"); 
if (layer== 0 II layer== -1) 
menultem.setEnabled( false); 
menultem.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
try{ 
} 
rnapControll.moveLayerTo(layer, layer -1); 
}catch (IOException o){} 
} ); 
popup.add(menultem); 
menultem = new JMenultem("Move Layer to the Top"); 
if (layer == 0 I I layer == -1) 
menultem.setEnabled( false); 
menultem.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




rnapControll .moveLayerTo(layer, O); 
}catch (IOException o){} 
popup.add( menultem); 
menultem =new JMenultem("Remove Layer"); 
if (layer == -1) 
menultem.setEnabled( false); 
menultem.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




mapControll .refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewBackground, null, null); 
//deletes the layer also from the overview map 
map .deleteLayer(layer); 
map.refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewBackground, null, null); 
tOCControll .update(); 
}catch (IOException ex) { 
}} 




menultem =new JMenultem("Clear All Layers"); 
if (layer == -1) 
menultem. setEnabled( false); 
menultem.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 






}catch (IOException o){} 
}); 
popup.add(menultem); 
menultem =new JMenultem("Show Label"); 
if (layer== -1) 
menultem.setEnabled( false); 
menultem.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
} 
try{ 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer( mapControll.getLayer(layer)); 
featureLayer.setDisplay Annotation( true); 






menultem =new JMenultem("Remove Label"); 
if (layer == -1) 
menultem. setEnabled( false); 
menultem. addActionListener( new j ava.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
} 
try{ 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer( mapControll.getLayer(layer)); 
feature Layer .setDisplay Annotation( false); 
mapControll .refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewBackground, null, null); 






menultem =new JMenultem("Cancel"); 
menultem.addActionListener( new j ava.awt.event.ActionListener() { 






popup.setLightW eightPopupEnabled( true); 
return popup; 






* @param theEvent 
*/ 
public void spatialReferenceChanged(IActiveViewEventsSpatialReferenceChangedEvent theEvent) 
try { 
//Determine the new map units 
int units= mapControll.getMapUnits(); 
if(units == esriUnits.esriCentimeters) 
mapUnits ="Centimeters"; 
else if(units == esriUnits.esriDecimalDegrees) 
mapUnits = "Decimal Degrees"; 
else if (units == esriUnits.esriDecimeters) 
mapUnits ="Decimeters"; 
else if (units== esriUnits.esriFeet) 
mapUnits ="Feet"; 
else if(units == esriUnits.esriinches) 
mapUnits ="Inches"; 
else if (units== esriUnits.esriKilometers) 
mapUnits ="Kilometers"; 
else if(units == esriUnits.esriMeters) 
mapUnits ="Meters"; 
else if (units == esriUnits.esriMiles) 
mapUnits ="Miles"; 
else if (units== esriUnits.esriMillimeters) 
mapUnits ="Millimeters"; 
else if (units == esriUnits.esriN auticalMiles) 
mapUnits = "NauticalMiles"; 
else if(units == esriUnits.esriPoints) 
mapUnits = "Points"; 
else if (units== esriUnits.esriUnknownUnits) 
mapUnits ="Unknown"; 
else if (units == esriUnits.esriYards) 
mapUnits ="Yards"; 
} catch (Exception ex) { 
} 
System.out.println("Exception in ActiveViewEventListener#spatialReferenceChanged: "+ 
ex); 
ex. printStackTrace(); 
}//End of ActiveViewEventListener class 
private void createOverviewSymbol() throws IOException { 




color.setTransparency( (byte )25 5); 
SimpleLineSymbol outline = new SimpleLineSymbol(); 
outline.setWidth( 5); 
outline.setColor( color); 
fillSymbol = new SimpleFillSymbol(); 
color .setTransparency( (byte )O); 
fillSymbol.setColor( color); 
fillSymbol.setOutline( outline); 
private void createCustomizeDialog() throws IOException { 
customizeDialog = new CustomizeDialog(); 
customizeDialog.setDialogTitle("Customize Toolbar Items"); 
customizeDialog. setShow AddFromFile( true); 
II Set the toolbar that the new items will be added to. 
customizeDialog. setDoubleClickDestination( toolbarControl 1); 
customizeDialog.addICustomizeDialogEventsListener(new ICustomizeDialogEvents() { 
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public void onStartDialog(ICustomizeDialogEventsOnStartDialogEvent argO) throws IOException { 
toolbarControll .setCustomize(true ); 
public void onCloseDialog(ICustomizeDialogEventsOnCloseDialogEvent argO) throws IOException 
} 
}); 
toolbarContro 11. setCustomize( false); 
java.awt.EventQueue.invokeLater(new Runnable() { 




/** To perform attribute query based on the user input 
* 
*/ 
public void processQuery() { 
try { 
II Make sure that a layer has been added 
int layerCount = mapControll.getLayerCount(); 
if (layerCount < 0) { 
} 
J OptionPane. show MessageDialog( this, 
"Please add a feature layer first"); 
!Layer layer =null; 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =null; 
layer = mapControll .getLayer(layerCombo.getSelectedlndex()); 
featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
String queryString = queryTextArea.getText(); 
if(queryString !=null JI queryString.length() > 0) { 
II Do a query 
QueryFilter queryFilter =new QueryFilter(); 
queryFilter.setWhereClause( queryString); 
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feature Layer. selectF eatures( query Filter, esriSelectionResultEnum.esriSelectionResultN ew, false); 
!Active View active View= mapControll.getActiveView(); 
active View. partialRefresh( esriView Draw Phase. esriV iewGeoSelection,layer, null); 
} 
} catch (IO Exception exl) { 
ex 1. printStackTrace(); 
II for disabling the a button in myToolbar given the button name 
private void makelnvisible(String buttonName){ 
for (int b = O; b < myToolbar.getComponentCount();b++){ 
I** 
if( myToolbar.getComponentAtlndex(b) .getN ame()== buttonN ame) 
myToolbar .getComponentAtlndex(b) .setEnabled( false); 
else 
myToolbar. getComponentA tlndex(b). setEnabled( true); 
* @param args the command line arguments 
*I 
public static void main(String args[]) throws Exception { 
UIManager.setLookAndF eel(UIManager.getSystemLookAndFeelClassN ame() ); 
final InyaKDI test =new InyaKDI(); 
java.awt.EventQueue.invokeLater(new Runnable() { 




sp = new Splash Window(" C: \\in ya\\ Test\ \icon\ \splash.jpg", test); 
test. set Visible( true); 
II } catch (IOException ie){} 
11 Variables declaration - do not modify 
private javax.swing.JLabel MapPoint; 
private javax.swing.JButton addDataBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton addshplyrFile; 
private javax.swing.JButton andBtn; 
private javax.swing.JPanel bottompanel; 
private javax.swing.JTextField bufferDistance; 
private javax.swing.JButton bufferFeaturesbtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton cancelSelectBtn; 
private volatile javax.swing.JCheckBox customizeCB; 
private javax.swing.JButton equalBtn; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox fieldNamesCombo; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox fieldValuesCombo; 
private javax.swing.JButton getDataBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton greaterThanBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton jButtonl; 
private javax.swing.JButton jButton2; 
private j avax.swing.JDesktopPane jDesktopPane 1; 
private javax.swing.JlntemalFrame jlntemalFrame 1; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel 1; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel2; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel3; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel4; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel5; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel6; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel7; 
private javax.swing.JPanel jPanell; 
private javax.swing.JSeparator jSeparatorl; 
private javax.swing.JButton joinTableLayer; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox layerCombo; 
private javax.swing.JPanel leftpanel; 
private javax.swing.JButton lessThanBtn; 
private com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.MapControl map; 
public com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.MapControl mapControll; 
private javax.swing.JButton mapData ViewBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton metaBrowserBtn; 
private javax.swing.JToolBar myToolbar; 
private javax.swing.JToolBar myToolbarl; 
private javax.swing.JPanel myToolbarPanel; 
private javax.swing.JButton orBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton query; 
private javax.swing.JDialog queryDialogBox; 
private javax.swing.JButton queryResultTableBtn; 
private javax.swing.JTextArea queryTextArea; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox selectLayerCB; 
private javax.swing.JCheckBox setBufferDistanceChkB; 
private javax.swing.JButton showSelectBtn; 
private javax.swing.JDialog showSelectedDialog; 
private javax.swing.JLabel status; 
private javax.swing.JPanel statusPanel; 
private com.esri.arcgis.beans.TOC. TOCControl tOCControll; 
private javax.swing.JPanel toolPanel; 
private com. esri. arc gis. beans. toolbar. Too lbarControl toolbarControl 1 ; 
private javax.swing.JButton trackerApp; 
private javax.swing.JToggleButton viewtoggle; 
private javax.swing.JButton wekaBtn; 




JAVA CODE FOR MDV 
This contains the class responsible for implementing the MDV. To get the auxiliary 
classes, send an email to the author at inya@iastate.edu. 
import com.esri.arcgis.beans. TOC. TOCControl; 
import com. esri. arcgis. beans. TOC. esriTOCControlltem; 
import com.esri.arcgis.beans.map.MapControl; 
import com.esri.arcgis.carto. *; 
import com.esri.arcgis.display. *; 
import com.esri.arcgis.geodatabase. *; 
import com. esri. arcgis. geometry. esri Geometry Type; 
import com.esri.arcgis.system. *; 
import java.awt. Component; 
import j ava.awt.event.ActionEvent; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import javax.swing.JComboBox; 
import javax. swing.JFileChooser; 
import javax.swing.JOptionPane; 
/* 
* MapData View.java 




* @author inya onwu 
*I 
public class Map_ Data View extends javax.swing.JToolBar{ 
private !Layer layer; 
public static final int EQUALINTERVAL = O; 
public static final int QUANTILE= l; 
public static final int NATURALBREAKS = 2; 
Map Control mapControl l; 
MapControl map; 




AttributeTable wsde = new AttributeTable(); 
InyaKDI test; 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =null; 
!** Creates new MapData View that takes in a MapControl and TocControl objects as input 
*@param MapControl object- main display map 
*@param MapControl object- overview map 
*@param TOCControl object- Table of Contents for map 
*/ 
public Map_DataView(MapControl mapl, MapControl map2, TOCControl toC) throws IOException{ 
test= new InyaKDI(); 
mapControll = map 1; 
map =map2; 
tOCControll = toC; 
initComponents(); 
button Group l .add(NaturalBrkRButton); 
button Group I .add( QuantileRButton); 
buttonGroup 1.add(EquallntRButton); 
jPanel 1.setLayout(null); 
II Set the TOC and toolbar buddy to the mapControl 
tOCControll .setBuddyControl(map 1 ); 
/**Creates new MapDataView that null parameters*/ 
public Map_ Data View(){} 
/** This method is called from within the constructor to 
* initialize the form. 
*WARNING: Do NOT modify this code. The content of this method is 
*always regenerated by the Form Editor. 
*I 
private void initComponents() { 
inputDialog =new javax.swing.JDialog(); 
jButtonl =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
jComboBoxl =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabell =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
inputDialogCancelBtn = new javax.swing.JButton(); 
mapLayerCB =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel14 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
ClassBrkDialog =new javax.swing.JDialog(); 
fieldCombo =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
ClassBrkDialogOKbtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
ClassComboBoxl =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel3 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jLabe14 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
ClassComboBox3 =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel7 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
ClassComboBox2 =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabe18 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
ClassComboBox4 = new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel12 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
ClassComboBox5 =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel13 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jLabel15 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jLabel18 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
mapLayerCBl =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jSeparatorl =new javax.swing.JSeparator(); 
NaturalBrkRButton =new javax.swing.JRadioButton(); 
EquallntRButton =new javax.swing.JRadioButton(); 
QuantileRButton =new javax.swing.JRadioButton(); 
numClassesSpinner =new javax.swing.JSpinner(); 
jLabel19 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jLabel20 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jSeparator2 =new javax.swing.JSeparator(); 
jCheckBoxl =new javax.swing.JCheckBox(); 
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chartDialog =new javax.swing.JDialog(); 
fieldlCB =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel2 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jLabel5 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jLabel6 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
field5CB =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel9 = new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
field2CB =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabellO =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
field4CB =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabell 1 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
field3CB =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
chartDialogOKBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
mapLayerCB2 =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabel16 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
clearRenderDialog =new javax.swing.JDialog(); 
mapLayerCB3 =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
clearRenderOKbtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
jLabell 7 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
clearAllLayersBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
buttonGroupl =new javax.swing.ButtonGroup(); 
jPanell =new javax.swing.JPanel(); 
jToolBarl =new javax.swing.JToolBar(); 
//openFileBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
uniqueRBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
ddensityRBtn = new javax.swing.JButton(); 
pRendererBtn = new javax.swing.JButton(); 
classBrkBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
chartBtn = new javax.swing.JButton(); 
clearRenderBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
TOCPanel =new javax.swing.JPanel(); 
inputDialog. getContentPane(). setLa yout( null); 
inputDialog.setDefaultCloseOperation(javax.swing. WindowConstants.DISPOSE _ON_ CLOSE); 
inputDialog.setTitle("Select Parameters"); 
inputDialog.addWindowListener( new java.awt.event. Window Adapter() { 





jButtonl .addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





jButtonl .setBounds(210, 200, 120, 30); 
inputDialog.getContentPane().add(jComboBox 1); 
jComboBoxl.setBounds(20, 130, 360, 22); 
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jLabell .setText("Select Field "); 
inputDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel 1 ); 
jLabel 1.setBounds( 10, 80, 3 70, 30); 
inputDialogCancelBtn.setText(''CANCEL''); 
inputDialogCancelBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





inputDialogCancelBtn.setBounds(50, 200, 120, 30); 
mapLayerCB.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




inputDialog. getContentP ane(). add( map La yerCB); 
mapLayerCB.setBounds(20, 40, 360, 22); 
jLabel14.setText("Select Map layer"); 
inputDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel 14 ); 
jLabel14.setBounds(10, 0, 370, 30); 
ClassBrkDialog.getContentPane().setLayout(null); 
ClassBrkDialog.setDefaultCloseOperation(javax.swing.WindowConstants.DISPOSE _ON_ CLOSE); 
ClassBrkDialog.setTitle("Class Break Dialog"); 
ClassBrkDialog.setCursor(new java.awt.Cursor(java.awt.Cursor.DEFAULT _CURSOR)); 
ClassBrkDialog.setF oreground(java.awt. Color. white); 
ClassBrkDialog.setModal( true); 
fieldCombo.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane(). add( field Combo); 
fieldCombo.setBounds(300, 40, 200, 25); 
ClassBrkDialogOKbtn.setText("OK"); 
ClassBrkDialogOKbtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane(). add( ClassBrkDialo gO Kbtn); 
ClassBrkDialogOKbtn.setBounds(260, 360, 190, 40); 
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ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane() .add( ClassComboBox 1); 
ClassComboBoxl.setBounds(190, 130, 100, 30); 
jLabel3.setText("Class 1 "); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane(). addU Label3); 
jLabel3.setBounds(70, 130, 110, 30); 
jLabel4.setText("Select Field"); 
ClassBrkDialog.getContentPane().addULabel4); 
jLabel4.setBounds(l 70, 40, 110, 30); 
ClassBrkDialo g. getContentP ane(). add( ClassComboBox3); 
ClassComboBox3.setBounds(190, 210, 100, 30); 
jLabel7 .setText("Class 3 "); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane(). addU Label 7); 
jLabel7.setBounds(70, 210, 110, 30); 
ClassBrkDialog.getContentPane().add(ClassComboBox2); 
ClassComboBox2.setBounds(l 90, 170, 100, 30); 
jLabel8.setText("Class 2"); 
ClassBrkDialog.getContentPane().addULabel8); 
jLabel8.setBounds(70, 170, 110, 30); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane(). add( ClassComboBox 4); 
ClassComboBox4.setBounds(l 90, 250, 100, 30); 
jLabell 2.setText("Class 4 "); 
ClassBrkDialog.getContentPane().addULabel12); 
jLabel 12.setBounds(70, 250, 110, 30); 
ClassBrkDialog.getContentPane().add(ClassComboBox5); 
ClassComboBox5.setBounds(190, 290, 100, 30); 
jLabel13.setText("Class 5"); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane(). addU Label 13); 
jLabel13.setBounds(70, 290, 110, 30); 
jLabell 5.setText("Select Map Layer"); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentP ane(). addULabel 15); 
jLabel15.setBounds(l 70, 5, 110, 30); 
jLabel18.setText("SET CLASSBREAK MANUALLY"); 
jLabel 18.setRequestF ocusEnabled( false); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane(). addU Label 18); 
jLabel18.setBounds(l 10, 110, 200, 14); 
mapLayerCB l .addltemListener(new java.awt.event.ItemListener() { 
public void itemStateChangedUava.awt.event.ItemEvent evt) { 




ClassBrkDialog.getContentPane().add(mapLayerCB 1 ); 
mapLayerCB1.setBounds(300, 5, 150, 25); 
j Separator l .setBackground(j avax. swing. UIManager .getDefaults() .getColor("Button. background")); 
j Separator l .setBorder( new j avax. swing. border .EtchedBorder() ); 
j Separator! .setOpaque( true); 
jSeparatorl .setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(2, 6)); 
ClassBrkDialog.getContentPane().add(j Separator 1); 












QuantileRButton.setBounds( 480, 200, 120, 23); 
numClassesSpinner.setEnabled(false); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane(). add( numClassesSpinner); 
numClassesSpinner.setBounds(540, 240, 120, 30); 
jLabell 9 .setText("Set Number of Classes"); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane() .add(jLabel 19); 
jLabell9.setBounds(380, 240, 150, 30); 
jLabel20.setText("CLASSBREAK GENERA TORS"); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane() .add(jLabel20); 
jLabel20.setBounds(460, 100, 180, 30); 
jSeparator2.setBackground(javax.swing.UIManager.getDefaults().getColor("Button.background")); 
j Separator2 .setBorder( new j avax. swing. border .EtchedBorder()); 
j Separator2. setOpaque( true); 
jSeparator2.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(2, 6)); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane() .add(j Separator2); 
jSeparator2.setBounds(350, 100, 330, 240); 
jCheckBoxl.setText("Check to Use the Generators"); 
j CheckBox l .addActionListener( new j ava. awt. event.ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
j CheckBox lActionPerformed( evt); 
} 
} ); 
ClassBrkDialog. getContentPane() .add(j CheckBox 1); 





fieldlCB.setBounds(l20, 130, 80, 30); 
jLabel2.setText("Select Fields"); 
chartDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel2); 
jLabel2.setBounds(30, 130, 80, 30); 
jLabel5 .setText("Field l "); 
chartDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel5); 
jLabel5.setBounds(120, 90, 80, 30); 
jLabel6.setText(" Field 2"); 
chartDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel6); 
jLabel6.setBounds(220, 90, 80, 30); 
chartDialog.getContentPane().add(field5CB); 
field5CB.setBounds(520, 130, 80, 30); 
jLabel9.setText("Field 3"); 
chartDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel9); 
jLabel9.setBounds(320, 90, 80, 30); 
chartDialog. getContentPane() .add( field2CB); 
field2CB.setBounds(220, 130, 80, 30); 
jLabell O.setText("Field 4"); 
chartDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabell O); 
jLabell0.setBounds(420, 90, 80, 30); 
chartDialog.getContentPane(). add( field4CB); 
field4CB.setBounds(420, 130, 80, 30); 
jLabell 1.setText("Field 5"); 
chartDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel 11 ); 
jLabell l.setBounds(520, 90, 80, 30); 
chartDialog.getContentPane().add(field3CB); 
field3CB.setBounds(320, 130, 80, 30); 
chartDialogOKBtn.setText("OK"); 
chartDialogOKBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




chartDialog. getContentPane(). add( chartDialogOKBtn); 
chartDialogOKBtn.setBounds(280, 190, 100, 40); 
mapLayerCB2.addlternListener(new java.awt.event.IternListener() { 






mapLayerCB2.setBounds(200, 60, 150, 30); 
jLabell6.setText("Select Map Layer"); 
chartDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabel 16); 
jLabel16.setBounds(30, 60, 120, 30); 
clearRenderDialog.getContentPane().setLayout(null); 
clearRenderDialog.setTitle("Clear Rendering"); 
clearRenderDialog. getContentPane(). add( map La yerCB 3); 
mapLayerCB3.setBounds(150, 110, 260, 30); 
clearRenderOKbtn.setText(''OK''); 
clearRenderOKbtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





clearRenderOKbtn.setBounds(310, 190, 100, 30); 
jLabel 17 .setText("Select Layer"); 
clearRenderDialog.getContentPane().add(jLabell 7); 
jLabell 7.setBounds(50, 104, 80, 40); 
clearAllLayersBtn.setText("Clear All Layers"); 
clearAllLayersBtn.setEnabled( false); 
clearAllLayersBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 




clearA11LayersBtn.setBounds(120, 190, 140, 30); 
jToolBarl .setFloatable(false ); 
jToolBarl .setRollover(true ); 
II openFileBtn.setlcon( new j avax.swing.lmagelcon("C: \ \inya \\Test\ \icon\ \AddData.gif') ); 
II openFileBtn.setText("Open ShapeFile ... "); 
II openFileBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
II public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
11 openF ileB tnActionPerformed( evt); 
II } 
11 } ); 
II 
II jToolBarl .add( openFileBtn); 
uniqueRBtn. setT ext( "Unique Renderer"); 
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uniqueRBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 






ddensityRBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




jToolBarl .add( ddensityRBtn); 
pRendererBtn.setText(''Proportional Renderer"); 
pRendererBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 






classBrkBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




jToolBarl .add( classBrkBtn); 
chartBtn.setText("Bar Chart"); 
chartBtn.setlcon(new j avax.swing.Imagelcon("C: \\in ya\ \Test\ \icon\ \chart.git'')); 
chartBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





clear Render Btn. setT ext(" Clear Rendering"); 
clearRenderBtn.setlcon(new javax. swing.Imagelcon("C: \\in ya\\ Test\ \icon\ \x.gif') ); 
clearRenderBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 




jToolBarl .add( clearRenderBtn); 
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}//end initComponents 
/**private methods- for setting the action to be performed by components and setting up Jdialog boxes 
*I 
private void jCheckBoxlActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
if (jCheckBox 1.isSelected()) { 
N aturalBrkRButton.setEnabled( true); 
QuantileRButton. setEnabled( true); 
EquallntRButton. setEnab led( true); 
numClassesSpinner. setEnab led( true); 
} else { 




private void clearRenderOKbtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try{ 
!Layer layer= mapControll.getLayer(mapLayerCB3.getSelectedlndex()); 
simpleRenderer(la yer); 
} catch (IO Exception ioe) {} 
clearRenderDialog.dispose(); 
private void clearRenderBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 





private void clearAllLayersBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try{ 
!Layer layer; 
int numLayers = mapControll .getLayerCount(); 




} catch (IO Exception ioe) {} 
clearRenderDialog.dispose(); 
private void mapLayerCB21temStateChanged(java.awt.event.ItemEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
fieldl CB.removeAllitems(); 




field5 CB .rernoveAlll terns(); 
try{ 
!Layer rnapLayer = mapControll .getLayer(rnapLayerCB2.getSelectedlndex()); 
featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(rnapLayer); 
fieldnarnes = getTheFields(mapLayer, 1 ); 




field2CB = fillCBox(fieldnarnes, field2CB); 
field3CB = fillCBox(fieldnarnes, field3CB); 
field4CB = fillCBox(fieldnarnes, field4CB); 
field5CB = fillCBox(fieldnarnes, field5CB); 
} catch (IO Exception ioe) {} 
private void fieldCornboActionPerforrned(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try{ 
int layerlndex = rnapLayerCB 1.getSelectedlndex(); 
if (layerlndex != -1 && fieldCornbo.getSelectedltern() !=null){ 






featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(rnapControll.getLayer(layerlndex)); 
IFeatureCursor fCursur =new IFeatureClassProxy(featureLayer.getDisplayTable()).search(null, 
int kount =new IFeatureClassProxy(featureLayer.getDisplayTable()).featureCount(null); 
String[]collect =new String[kount]; 
int gf= 
getTheF ieldlndex( rnapControl 1. getLa yer(layer Index) ,fieldCornbo. getSelectedl tern(). to String()); 





ClassCornboBoxl = fillCBox(collect, ClassCornboBoxl); 
ClassCornboBox2 = fillCBox( collect, ClassCornboBox2); 
ClassCornboBox3 = fillCBox(collect, ClassCornboBox3); 
ClassCornboBox4 = fillCBox( collect, ClassComboBox4); 
ClassComboBox5 = fillCBox( collect, ClassComboBox5); 
} catch(IOException io) {} 
private void mapLayerCB lltemStateChanged(java.awt.event.ItemEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try{ 
!Layer mapLayer = mapControll .getLayer(mapLayerCB 1.getSelectedlndex()); 
fieldCombo.rernoveAllltems(); 
String[] fieldnames = getTheFields(mapLayer, 1 ); 
fieldCombo = fillCBox(fieldnames, fieldCornbo); 
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} catch (IOException ioe){} 
} 
private void mapLayerCBActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
} 
try{ 
jComboBox l .removeAllltems(); 
!Layer layer= mapControll.getLayer(mapLayerCB.getSelectedlndex()); 
featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
if (uniqueRBtn.isEnabled() == false) 
fieldnames = getTheFields(layer,2); 
else fieldnames = getTheFields(layer, 1 ); 
jComboBox 1 = fillCBox(fieldnames, jComboBox 1 ); 
} catch (IOException ioe){} 
private void inputDialogCancelBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 






private void chartBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
} 
try{ 
int layerCount = mapControll.getLayerCount(); 
if (layerCount == 0) { 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Please add a feature layer first"); 




!Layer layer= mapControll .getLayer(mapLayerCB2.getSelectedlndex()); 
featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
fieldnames = getTheFields(layer, l); 




field2CB = fillCBox(fieldnames, field2CB); 
field3CB = fillCBox(fieldnames, field3CB); 
field4CB = fillCBox(fieldnames, field4CB); 
field5CB = fillCBox(fieldnames, field5CB); 
chartDialog.setSize(677,325); 
chartDialog.show(); 
} catch (IOException ioe){} 
private void pRendererBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 







wsde. updateLayerDropDown( mapLayerCB, mapControl l ); 
try{ 
!Layer layer= mapControll.getLayer(mapLayerCB.getSelectedlndex()); 
featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
fieldnames = getTheFields(layer, 1 ); 
jComboBoxl = fillCBox(fieldnames, jComboBoxl ); 
} catch (IOException ioe){} 
private void ddensityRBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 







wsde.updateLayerDropDown( mapLayerCB, mapControl 1 ); 
try{ 
!Layer layer= mapControll .getLayer(mapLayerCB.getSelectedlndex()); 
featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
fieldnames = getTheFields(layer, 1 ); 
jComboBoxl = fillCBox(fieldnames,jComboBoxl); 
} catch (IO Exception ioe) {} 
private void uniqueRBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 








!Layer layer= mapControll .getLayer(mapLayerCB.getSelectedlndex()); 
featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
fieldnames = getTheFields(layer,2); 
jComboBoxl = fillCBox(fieldnames, jComboBoxl); 
} catch (IO Exception ioe ){} 
private void openFileBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
final JFileChooser fileChooser = new JFileChooser(); 
MapFileFilter sh= new MapFileFilter(); 
fileChooser.setFileSelectionMode( JFileChooser.FILES _ONLY); 
file Chooser. setF ileF ilter( sh); 
II if user clicked Cancel button on dialog, return 
final int return Val= fileChooser.showOpenDialog(this); 
java.awt.EventQueue.invokeLater(new Runnable() { 
public void run() { 
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if(returnVal == JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION){ 
try{ 
98 
mapControl l . addShapeFile( fileChooser. getSelectedFile(). getParent() ,fileChooser .getSelectedF ile(). getN ame 
()); 
featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(mapControll .getLayer(O)); 
tOCControll .update(); 
mapControll .refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewGeography, null, null); 
System.out.println("Open file"); 
} catch(IOException ioe){ 
System.out.println("Can't open file"); 
ioe.printStackTrace(); 
} 
} } ); 
private void classBrkBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
try{ 
int layerCount = mapControl 1.getLayerCount(); 
if (layerCount == 0) { 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Please add a feature layer first"); 
} else { 
} 
mapLayerCB 1.removeAllltems(); 
wsde. updateLayerDropDown( mapLayerCB 1, mapControl 1 ); 
!Layer layer= mapControll.getLayer(mapLayerCB l.getSelectedlndex()); 
featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
String[] fields= getTheFields(layer, 1 ); 
fieldCombo = fillCBox(fields,fieldCombo ); 
ClassBrkDialog.setSize(694,450); 
ClassBrkDialog.show(); 
} catch (IOException ioe){} 
private void inputDialogWindowClosing(java.awt.event.WindowEvent evt) { 




private void chartDialogOKBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
String[] fieldNames =new String[5]; 
int bars= 5; II the max number of bars 
fieldNames[O]= fieldlCB.getSelectedltem().toString(); 
fieldNames[ 1 ]= field2CB.getSelectedltem().toString(); 
fieldNames[2]= field3CB.getSelectedltem().toString(); 
fieldNames[3]= field4CB.getSelectedltem().toString(); 
fieldNames[ 4 ]= field5CB.getSelectedltem().toString(); 
if(fieldNames[2]== "null" && fieldNames[3]== "null" && fieldNames[4]== "null") 
bars= 2; 
else if(fieldNames[3]== "null" && fieldNames[4]== "null") 
bars= 3; 
else if(fieldNames[4]== "null") 
bars= 4; 
llelsek=S; 
barChartRenderer( fieldN ames, bars); 
chartDialog.dispose(); 
private void ClassBrkDialogOKbtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
inputfield = fieldCombo.getSelectedltem().toString(); 
int numClasses; 11 number of classes 
int value= new Integer(numClassesSpinner.getValue().toString()).intValue(); 
if (jCheckBox I .is Selected() && value <= 1) 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( this, "Number of Classes must be greater than 1 ! ", 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR _MESSAGE ); 
else if (j Chee kB ox l .isSelected() && value > 1 ){ 
int classifyType = O; 
if (EqualintRButton.isSelected()) { classifyType = EQUALINTERV AL; 
} else if(QuantileRButton.isSelected()) {classifyType =QUANTILE; 
} else if (NaturalBrkRButton.isSelected()) {classifyType = NATURALBREAKS; 
} 
numClasses = value; 
System.out.println(numClasses+" "+classifyType ); 
!Layer rnlayer =null; 
try{ 
rnlayer = mapControl l.getLayer( mapLayerCB 1.getSelectedindex()); 
} catch(IOException io) {} 
System.out.println(inputfield); 




if (ClassComboBox3 .getSelectedltem().toString()== "null" && 
ClassComboBox4.getSelecteditem().toString()== "null" 
&& ClassComboBox5.getSelectedltem().toString()== "null") { 
numClasses = 2; 
classes= new double[numClasses]; 
classes[O]= new Double(ClassComboBoxl.getSelectedltem().toString()).doubleValue(); 
classes[ 1 ]= new Double( ClassComboBox2.getSelectedltem(). toString() ).double Value(); 
} else if (ClassComboBox4.getSelecteditem().toString()== "null" && 
ClassComboBox5.getSelecteditem().toString()== "null"){ 
numClasses = 3; 
classes= new double[numClasses]; 
classes[O]= new Double( ClassComboBox l .getSelectedltem(). toString() ).double Value(); 
classes[ 1 ]= new Double( ClassComboBox2.getSelecteditem(). toString() ).double Value(); 
classes[2]= new Double( ClassComboBox3 .getSelectedltem(). to String() ).double Value(); 
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} 
} else if ( ClassComboBox5 .getSelectedltem(). toString()== "null"){ 
numClasses = 4; 
classes= new double[numClasses]; 
classes[O]= new Double(ClassComboBox 1.getSelectedltem().toString()).double Value(); 
classes [ 1 ]= new Double( ClassComboBox2.getSelectedltem(). to String()) .double Value(); 
classes[2]= new Double( ClassComboBox3 .getSelectedltem(). to String()) .double Value(); 
classes[3 ]= new Double( ClassComboBox4.getSelectedltem(). toString()) .double Value(); 
} else { 
numClasses = 5; //max number of classes 
classes= new double[numClasses]; 
classes[O]= new Double( ClassComboBox l .getSelectedltem(). to String() ).double Value(); 
classes[ 1 ]= new Double( ClassComboBox2.getSelectedltem(). to String() ).double Value(); 
classes[2]= new Double( ClassComboBox3 .getSelectedltem(). to String()) .double Value(); 
classes[3 ]= new Double( ClassComboBox4.getSelectedltem(). to String() ).double Value(); 









private void jButtonlActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
if ( uniqueRBtn.isEnabled()== false) { 
inputfield = jComboBoxl .getSelectedltem().toString(); 
System.out.println(inputfield); 
unique ValueRenderer( inputfield); 
uniqueRBtn.setEnabled(true ); 
} else if (pRendererBtn.isEnabled()== false) { 




} else if ( ddensityRBtn.isEnabled()== false) { 
} 







* The method creates SimpleRenderer object and attach it to the map. 
*I 
private void simpleRenderer(ILayer layer) { 
try { 
SimpleFillSymbol pSimpleFillSymbol =new SimpleFillSymbol(); 
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ISimpleMarkerSymbol pSimpleMarkerSymbol =new SimpleMarkerSymbol();; 
ISimpleLineSymbol pSimpleLineSymbol = new SimpleLineSymbol(); 
IRandomColorRamp pColorRamp = new RandomColorRamp(); 
pColorRamp.setStartHue(256); 





boolean rampBool[] =new boolean[ I]; 
rampBool[O] =true; 
pColorRamp.createRamp( rampBool); 
IEnumColors pEnumRamp = pColorRamp.getColors(); 
ILineSymbol outlineSymbol = new SimpleLineSymbol(); 
outlineSymbol.setColor(new RgbColor()); II 0,0,0 
outlineSymbol.setWidth( 1.0); 
pSimpleFillSymbol.setOutline( outlineSymbol); 
SimpleRenderer simpleRenderer =new SimpleRenderer(); 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
IFeatureClass iFeatureClass = featureLayer.getFeatureClass(); 
!Symbol pSymbol = getSymbol(iFeatureClass.getShapeType(), pEnumRamp.next()); 
simpleRenderer.setSymbolByRef(pSymbol); 
featureLayer. setRendererByRef( simple Renderer); 
tOCControll .update(); 
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mapControll .refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewBackground, null, null); II esriViewGeography 
doens't work 
System. out. println(" Simple Renderer"); 
} catch (java.lang.Exception ex) { 
I** 
System.out.println("Simple Renderer Exception:"+ ex); 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( null, "Simple Renderer Exception:"+ ex, 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR _MESSAGE ); 
*The method creates UniqueValueRenderer object and attach it to the map. 
*I 
private void uniqueValueRenderer(String textNameField) { 
try { 
!Unique Value Renderer pUnique ValueRenderer =new Unique ValueRenderer(); 
!Table pTable = featureLayer.getDisplayTable(); 
int fieldNumber = pTable.findField(textNameField); 
if(fieldNumber == -1) { 
System.out.println("Can't find field : " + textNameField); 
return; 
} 
pUnique ValueRenderer.setFieldCount(l ); 
pUnique ValueRenderer.setField(O, textN ameField); 







boolean rampBool[] =new boolean[!]; 
rampBool[O] = true; 
pColorRamp.createRamp(rampBool); 
IEnumColors pEnumRamp = pColorRamp.getColors(); 
IQueryFilter pQueryFilter =new QueryFilter(); 
pQueryFilter.addField(textNameField); 
I Cursor pCursor = pTable.ITable _ search(pQueryFilter, true); 
IRow pNextRow = pCursor.nextRow(); 
!Symbol fSymbol =null; 
IFeatureClass iFeatureClass = featureLayer.getFeatureClass(); 
while (pNextRow !=null) { 
IRow pNextRowBuffer = pNextRow; 
Object code Value= pNextRowBuffer.getValue(fieldNumber); 
!Color pNextUniqueColor = pEnumRamp.next(); 
if (pNextUniqueColor ==null) { 
pEnumRamp.reset(); 
pNextUniqueColor = pEnurnRamp.next(); 
switch (iFeatureClass.getShapeType()) { 
} 
case esri Geometry Type. esriGeometryP oint: 
ISimpleMarkerSymbol fSimpleMarkerSymbol =new SimpleMarkerSymbol(); 
fSimpleMarkerSymbol.setSize( 12); 
fSirnpleMarkerS ymbol. setColor(pN extU niqueColor); 
fSymbol = (!Symbol) fSimpleMarkerSymbol; 
break; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryPolyline: 
ISimpleLineSymbol fSimpleLineSymbol =new SimpleLineSymbol(); 
fSimpleLineSymbol.setWidth(3.0); 
fSimpleLineSymbol.setColor(pNextUniqueColor); 
fSymbol = (!Symbol) fSimpleLineSymbol; 
break; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryPolygon: 
ISimpleFillSymbol fSimpleFillSymbol = new SimpleFillSymbol(); 
fSimpleFillSymbol.setColor(pNextUniqueColor); 
fSymbol = (!Symbol) fSimpleFillSymbol; 
break; 
pUnique ValueRenderer.addValue((String) code Value, (String) 
codeValue.toString().toUpperCase(), fSymbol); 
pNextRow = pCursor.nextRow(); 
} 
featureLayer.setRendererByRef( (IFeatureRenderer) pUnique ValueRenderer); 
tOCControll .update(); 
mapControl 1.refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewGeography, null, null); 
System.out.println("Unique Value Renderer"); 
} catch (java.lang.Exception ex) { 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( this, "Unique Value Renderer:"+ ex.getMessage(), 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR _MESSAGE ); 
System.out.println("Unique Value Renderer:"+ ex); 
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/** 
* The method creates ClassBreaksRenderer object and attach it to the map. 
*/ 
private void classBreaksRenderer(String textStateFips, double[] classes) { 
try { 
!Symbol pSymbol = null; 
int breakcount = classes.length; 
IClassBreaksRenderer pClassBreaksRenderer =new ClassBreaksRenderer(); 
pClassBreaksRenderer .setField( textStateF ips); 
pClassBreaksRenderer. setBreakCount(breakcount); 
pClassBreaksRenderer. setSortClassesAscending( true); 
IEnumColors pEnumColors = 
getColors(getHSVColor(255,100,96),getHSVColor(O, 100,96),breakcount); 
IFeatureClass iFeatureClass =new IFeatureClassProxy(featureLayer.getDisplayTable()); 
for (int breaklndex = O; breaklndex < breakcount; breaklndex++) { 
pSymbol = getSymbol(iFeatureCJass.getShapeType(), pEnumColors.next()); 
pClassBreaksRenderer. setS ymbol (breaklndex, pSymbol) ;//new 
ISymbolProxy(pSimpleLineSymbol)); 
pClassBreaksRenderer. setBreak(breaklndex, classes [breaklndex ]) ; 
} 
feature Layer. setRenderer By Ref( (IF eatureRenderer) pClassBreaksRenderer); 
tOCControl l .update(); 
mapControl 1.refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewGeography, null, null); 
System.out.println("Class Breaks Renderer"); 
} catch (Exception ex) { 
/** 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( null, "Class Breaks Renderer Exception:"+ ex, 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE ); 
System.out.println("Class Breaks Renderer Exception:"+ ex); 
* The method creates ProportionalRenderer object and attach it to the map. 
*/ 
private void proportionalRenderer(String textPopFieldl) { 
try { 
!Table pTable = featureLayer.getDisplayTable(); 
IQueryFilter pQueryFilter =new QueryFilter(); 
pQueryFilter.addField( textPopFieldl ); 
I Cursor pCursor = pTable.ITable _ search(pQueryFilter, true); 
IDataStatistics pDataStatistics =new DataStatistics(); 
pDataStatistics.setCursorByRef(pCursor); 
pDataStatistics.setField( textPopField 1); 
IStatisticsResults pStatisticsResult = pDataStatistics.getStatistics(); 
if (pStatisticsResult == null) { 
System.out.println("Failed to gather stats on the feature class"); 
return; 
} 
IFillSymbol pFillSymbol = new SimpleFillSymbol(); 
pFi11Symbol.setColor(getRGBColor(239, 228, 190)); //Tan 
ISimpleMarkerSymbol pSimpleMarkerSymbol =new SimpleMarkerSymbol(); 
pSimp leMarkerS ymbol. setStyle( esriSimpleMarkerStyle. esriSMSDiamond); 





pSimpleMarkerSymbol.setOutlineColor(getRGBColor(O, 0, 0)); II Black 
IProportionalSymbolRenderer pProportionalSymbolRenderer =new ProportionalSymbolRenderer(); 
pProportionalSymbolRenderer.setValueUnit(esriUnits.esriUnknownUnits); 
pProportionalSymbolRenderer. setF ield( textPopF ield 1); 
pProportionalSymbolRenderer. setFlanneryCompensation( false); 
pProportionalSymbolRenderer. setM inData V alue(pStatisticsResult. getMinimum()); 
pProportionalSymbolRenderer.setMaxDataValue(pStatisticsResult.getMaximum()); 
pProportionalSymbolRenderer.setBackgroundSymbol(pFillSymbol); 
pProportionalSymbolRenderer .setMinSymbol( (!Symbol) pSimpleMarkerSymbol); 
featureLa yer. setRendererBy Ref( (IF eatureRenderer) pProportionalSymbolRenderer); 
pProportionalSymbolRenderer.createLegendSymbols(); 
tOCControll .update(); 
mapControll .refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewGeography, null, null); 
System.out.println("Proportional Renderer"); 
} catch (java.lang.Exception ex) { 
I** 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( null, "Proportional Renderer Exception:"+ ex, 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR __ MESSAGE ); 
System.out.println("Proportional Renderer Exception:"+ ex); 
* The method creates BarChartRenderer object and attach it to the map. 
*I 
private void barChartRenderer(String[] fieldnames, int numFields) { 
try { 
IChartRenderer pChartRenderer =new ChartRenderer(); 
IRendererFields pRendererFields = (IRendererFields) pChartRenderer; 
for (inti= O; i < numFields; i++){ 
pRendererFields.addField(fieldnames[i], null); 
pRendererF ields .setFieldAlias( i, pRendererF ields. getField( i)); 
} 
!Table pTable = featureLayer.getDisplayTable(); 
IQueryFilter pQueryFilter =new QueryFilter(); 
for (intj = O; j < numFields; j++){ 
pQueryFilter.addField(fieldnames[j]); 
} 
!Cursor pCursor = pTable.ITable_search(pQueryFilter, true); 
int[] fieldlndecies =new int[numFields]; 
for (int k = O; k < numFields; k++){ 
fieldlndecies[k] = pTable.findField(fieldnames[k ]); 
double maxValue = O; 
boolean firstValue =true; 
IRowBuffer pRow = pCursor.nextRow(); 
while (pRow != null) { 
for (int fieldlndex = O; fieldlndex < numFields; fieldlndex++) { 
double fieldValue = Double.parseDouble(pRow.getValue(fieldlndecies[fieldlndex]).toString()); 
if (first Value) { 




if(fieldValue > maxValue) 
maxValue = fieldValue; 
pRow = pCursor.nextRow(); 
if(maxValue <= 0) { 
System.out.println("Failed to calculate the maximum value or max value is 0. "); 
return; 
} 
IBarChartSymbol pBarChartSymbol = new BarChartSymbol(); 
IChartSymbol pChartSymbol = (IChartSymbol) pBarChartSymbol; 
pBarChartSymbol.setWidth(6); 
IMarkerSymbol pMarkerSymbol = (IMarkerSymbol) pBarChartSymbol; 
pChartSymbol.setMaxValue(maxValue); 
pMarkerSymbol. setSize( 64); 
ISymbolArray pSymbolArray = (ISymbolArray) pBarChartSymbol; 
IEnumColors pEnumColors = 
getColors(getHSVColor(O, 100,96),getHSVColor(255, 100,96),numFields ); 
} 
IFillSymbol[] pFillSymboll = new IFillSymbol[numFields]; 
for (int breaklndex = O; breaklndex < numFields; breaklndex++) { 
I Color pColor = pEnumColors.next(); 
pFillSymboll [breaklndex]= new SimpleFillSymbol(); 
pFillSymbol 1 [breaklndex ].setColor(pColor); 
pSymbolArray.addSymbol( (!Symbol) pFillSymbol 1 [breaklndex ]); 
pChartRenderer.setChartSymbolByRef((IChartSymbol) pBarChartSymbol); 
11 pChartRenderer .setLabel("Population"); 
SimpleFillSymbol pFillSymbol3 =new SimpleFillSymbol(); 
pFillSymbol3.setColor(getRGBColor(239, 228, 190)); 
pChartRenderer.setBaseSymbo1ByRef(pFillSymbol3); 
pChartRenderer.setU seOverposter( false); 
pChartRenderer.createLegend(); 
featureLayer.setRendererByRef( (IF eatureRenderer) pChartRenderer); 
tOCControll .update(); 
mapControll .refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewGeography, null, null); 
System. out. println("BarChart Renderer"); 
} catch (java.lang.Exception ex) { 
} 
System.out.println("BarChart Renderer Exception : " + ex); 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( null, "BarChart Renderer Exception:"+ ex, 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE ); 
I** 
* The method creates DotDensityRenderer object and attach it to the map. 
*I 
private void dotDensityRenderer(String textPopFieldl) { 
try { 
IDotDensityRenderer pDotDensityRenderer =new DotDensityRenderer(); 
IRendererFields pRendererFields = (IRendererFields) pDotDensityRenderer; 
pRendererFields.addField(textPopFieldl, null); 
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IDotDensityFillSymbol pDotDensityFillSymbol =new DotDensityFillSymbol(); 
pDotDensityFillSymbol. setDotSize(3); 
pDotDensityFillSymbol.setColor(getRGBColor(O, 0, O)); 
pDotDensityFillSymbol.setBackgroundColor(getRGBColor(239, 228, 190)); II tan 
ISymbolArray pSymbolArray = (ISymbolArray) pDotDensityFillSymbol; 
ISimpleMarkerSymbol pMarkerSymbol =new SimpleMarkerSymbol(); 
pMarkerSymbol. setSty le( esriSimpleMarkerStyle. esriSMSCircle); 
pMarkerSymbol.setSize(3); 
pMarkerSymbol.setColor(getRGBColor(O, 0, O)); II Black 
pSymbolArray.addSymbol((ISymbol) pMarkerSymbol); 
pDotDensityRenderer.setDotDensitySymbolByRef(pDotDensityFillSymbol); 




mapControl 1.refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewGeography, null, null); 
System.out.println("Dot Density Renderer"); 
} catch (java.lang.Exception ex) { 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( null, "Dot Density Renderer Exception:"+ ex, 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE ); 
System.out.println("Dot Density Renderer Exception:"+ ex); 
/** 
* The method creates color object from color components. 
*@paramhue 
* @param saturation 
* @param value 
*@return 
*/ 
private IHsvColor getHSVColor(int hue, int saturation, int value) { 
HsvColor hsvColor = null; 
try { 
//Create rgb color and grab hold of the IRGBColor interface 
hsvColor =new HsvColor(); 
hsvColor.setHue(hue ); 
hsvColor. setSaturation( saturation); 
hsvColor.setValue( value); 
hsvColor.setU se WindowsDithering( true); 
} catch (Exception ex) { 




* The method creates color object from color components. 
* @paramred 
* @param green 
* @param blue 
*@return 
*! 
private IRgbColor getRGBColor(int red, int green, int blue) { 
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IRgbColor rgbColor = null; 
try { 
//Create rgb color and grab hold of the IRGBColor interface 




rgbColor.setU se WindowsDithering( true); 
} catch (Exception ex) { 
System.out.println("Error in getRGBFunction :"+ex); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
return rgbColor; 
/** for populating a String array with the field values 
* @param IFeatureCursor - a cursor on the map layer 
* @param kount - total number of the rows in the attribute table 
* @param fieldname - name of the selected field 
*/ 
public String[] fieldValuesArray(IFeatureCursor fCursur, int kount, int index) throws IOException{ 
!Feature feature; 
String[] data; 
AttributeTable ws =new AttributeTable(); 
intj= O; 
feature = fCursur.nextFeature(); 
int count= feature.getFields().getFieldCount(); //total number of columns in the attribute table 
II int index= feature.getFields().findField(fieldname); 
data= new String[kount]; 
int fieldType = feature.getFields().getField(index).getType(); 
while (feature !=null) { 
Object fieldValue = ws.getValue2String(fieldType, index, feature); 
if(fieldValue !=null) { 






/** for converting string array to double array 
* @param string array to be converted to double array 
*/ 
public double[] convert2Double(String[] array) { 
double[] nuDouble =new double[ array.length]; 
for (inti= O; i< array.length;i++){ 
Double nuDoublel =new Double(array[i]); 
nuDouble[i]= nuDoublel .double Value(); 
return nuDouble; 
!** for populating a jcombobox with the contents of an array 
* @param array containing contents meant for the jcombobox 
*/ 
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public JComboBox fillCBox(Object[] array, JComboBox combo){ 
for (inti= 0; i< array.length;i++){ 
if(array[i]!= null) 
combo .addltem( array[ i]); 
return combo; 
!** returns a field index given the field name for a given map layer 
* @param !Layer the map layer of concern 
* @param String field name 
*/ 
public int getTheFieldlndex(ILayer layer, String fieldNme) { 
String fieldName; 
int fieldlndex = 0 ; 
try { 
!Field field; 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
int count = featureLayer.getFields().getFieldCount(); 
for (inti= O; i <count; i++) { 
} 
field= featureLayer.getFields().getField(i); 
fieldName = field.getName(); 




fieldlndex = i; 
} catch (IOException exl) { 
exl .printStackTrace(); 
return fieldlndex; 
!**for populating a String array with the field names in a given map layer that are of the filter types 
*filter types are "Number", "Date", "FID", and "String" 
* @param !Layer the map layer of concern 
* @param int filter, 1 =Number (Integer, doubles, etc); 2 =String, 3 =Date, 4 = FID 
*! 
public String[] getTheFields(ILayer layer, int filter) { 
String fieldName; 
int type; 
String[] fieldNames =null; 
try { 
!Field field; 
FeatureLayer featureLayer = new FeatureLayer(layer); 
int count= featureLayer.getFields().getFieldCount(); 
fieldNames =new String[ count]; 
for (inti= O; i <count; i++) { 
field= featureLayer.getFields().getField(i); 
type= getFieldType(field); 
fieldName = field.getName(); 






fieldNames[i] = fieldName; 
System.out.println(fieldNames[i]); 
} catch (IO Exception exl) { 
exl .printStackTrace(); 
return fieldNames; 
I** returns the field type as an integer , e.g 1 =Number, 3 =Date , 4 = FID, and 2 = String 
* @param array containing contents meant for the jcombobox 
*I 
public static int getFieldType(IField field) throws IO Exception { 













II case esriFieldType.esriFieldTypeOID: 
II return 4; 
default: return O; 
*Classify layer using the give type. For eg. Equallnterval, Quantile and NaturalBreaks 
* @param classifyType Type of Classification 
* @param layer of ILlayer 
* @param fieldName Field to be used for classification 
* @param breaks Number of classification breaks to be used 
* @param startColor Starting color of color ramp 
* @param endColor Ending color of color ramp 
*I 
public void doClassification( !Layer layer, int classifyType, 
int breaks, String fName) { 
try { 
String fieldName = fName; 
IHsvColor sHSV = getHSVColor(O, 100,96); 
IHsvColor bHSV = getHSVColor(255,100,96); 
IGeoFeatureLayer glayer =new IGeoFeatureLayerProxy(layer); 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
IFeatureClass featureClass =new IFeatureClassProxy(featureLayer. 
getF eatureClass()); 
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!Table table = featureLayer.getDisplayTable(); 
double[] arr Breaks = getlntervalBreaks( classifyType, table, fieldN ame, 
breaks); 
IEnumColors enumColors = this.getColors(sHSV, bHSV, breaks); 
IFeatureRenderer featureRend =new IFeatureRendererProxy(this. 
getClassBreakRenderer(arrBreaks, enumColors, fieldName, breaks, 
featureClass. getShape Type())); 
glayer. setRenderer By Ref( featureRend); 
tOCControl 1.update(); 
rnapControll .refresh( esriViewDrawPhase.esriViewGeography, null, null); 
} catch (Exception e) { 
!** 
* 
//throw new IllegalStateException("Unable to get the Classifcation .\n\t" + 
II e); 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( this, "Unable to get the Classifcation.\t"+ e , 
"Error", JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE ); 
* @param classifyType 
* @param classifyLayer 
* @param fieldName 
* @param breaks 
*@return 
* @throws java.lang.Exception 
*/ 
private double[] getlntervalBreaks(int classifyType, !Table classifyLayer, 
String fieldName, int breaks) throws Exception { 
IBasicHistogram pBasicHist =new BasicTableHistogram(); 
ITableHistogram pTableHist =new ITableHistogramProxy(pBasicHist); 
pTableHist.setField(fieldName ); 
pTableHist.setTableByRef( classify Layer); 
int[] breaksValue =new int[l]; 
breaksValue[O] =breaks; 
Object[] vValues =new Object[ I]; 
Object[] vFrequency =new Object[l]; 
pBasicHist.getHistogram(vValues, vFrequency); 
IClassifyGEN pClassify = null; 
if ( classifyType == EQUALINTERV AL) {pClassify =new Equallnterval(); 
} else if ( classifyType == QUANTILE) {pClassify = new Quantile(); 
} else if ( classifyType == NATURALBREAKS) {pClassify =new NaturalBreaks(); 
} 
pClassify. classify( v Values [ 0], v Frequency[ 0], breaks Value); 
return (double[]) pClassify.getClassBreaks(); 
/** 
* 
* @param arrBreaks 
* @param enum 
* @param fieldName 
* @param breaks 
* @param featureType 
*@return 
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* @throws java.lang.Exception 
*I 
private IClassBreaksRenderer getClassBreakRenderer( double[] arrBreaks, 
IEnumColors enuM, String fieldName, int breaks, int featureType) throws 
Exception { 
IClassBreaksRenderer classBreaksRenderer = new ClassBreaksRenderer(); 
classBreaksRenderer.setField( fieldN ame); 
classBreaksRenderer. setBreakCount(breaks); 
classBreaksRenderer .setSortClassesAscending( true); 
!Symbol symbol =null; 
for (int intBreaklndex = O; intBreaklndex <breaks; intBreaklndex++) { 
symbol= this.getSymbol(featureType, enuM.next()); 
double oldvalue = arrBreaks[intBreaklndex]; 
double newvalue = arrBreaks[intBreaklndex + 1]; 
classBreaksRenderer.setSymbol(intBreaklndex, symbol); 
classBreaksRenderer.setBreak(intBreaklndex, newvalue); 




* @param featureType 
* @param color 
*@return 
* @throws java.lang.Exception 
*/ 
private !Symbol getSymbol(int shapeType, !Color color) throws Exception { 
!Symbol symbol = null; 
switch (shapeType) { 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryPolygon: 
ISimpleFillSymbol pFillSymbol = new SimpleFillSymbol(); 
pFillSymbol.setColor( color); 
pFillSymbol.setStyle( esriSimpleFillStyle.esriSFSSolid); 
pFillSymbol. getOutline(). set Width( 1); 
IRgbColor outlineColor =new RgbColor(); 
pFillSymbol.getOutline().setColor( outlineColor); 
symbol = new ISymbolProxy(pFillSymbol); 
break; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryPoint: 
ISimpleMarkerSymbol pMarkerSymbol =new SimpleMarkerSymbol(); 
pMarkerSymbol.setColor( color); 
pMarkerSymbol.setStyle( esriSimpleMarkerStyle.esriSMSCircle ); 
pMarkerSymbol.setSize( 4.0); 
symbol = new ISymbolProxy(pMarkerSymbol); 
break; 
default: 
ISimpleLineSymbol pLineSymbol = new SimpleLineSymbol(); 
pLineSymbol.setColor( color); 
pLineSymbo 1. setSty le( esriSimpleLineStyle. esriSLSSolid); 
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} 
pLineS ymbol.set Width( 2); 





* @param startColor 
* @param endColor 
* @param breaks 
*@return 
* @throws java.lang.Exception 
*I 
private IEnumColors getColors(IHsvColor startColor, IHsvColor endColor, 
int breaks) throws Exception { 
IAlgorithrnicColorRamp ramp =new AlgorithrnicColorRamp(); 




boolean r _ ok[] = { 
false}; 
ramp.createRamp(r _ ok); 
if(r_ok[O]) { 
return ramp.getColors(); 
} else { 
return null; 
11 Variables declaration - do not modify 
private javax.swing.JDialog ClassBrkDialog; 
private javax.swing.JButton ClassBrkDialogOKbtn; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox ClassComboBoxl; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox ClassComboBox2; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox ClassComboBox3; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox ClassComboBox4; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox ClassComboBox5; 
private javax.swing.JRadioButton EquallntRButton; 
private javax.swing.JRadioButton NaturalBrkRButton; 
private javax.swing.JRadioButton QuantileRButton; 
private javax.swing.JPanel TOCPanel; 
private javax.swing.ButtonGroup buttonGroup 1; 
private javax.swing.JButton chartBtn; 
private javax.swing.JDialog chartDialog; 
private javax.swing.JButton chartDialogOKBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton classBrkBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton clearAllLayersBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton clearRenderBtn; 
private javax.swing.JDialog clearRenderDialog; 
private javax.swing.JButton clearRenderOKbtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton ddensityRBtn; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox fieldl CB; 
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} 
private javax.swing.JComboBox field2CB; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox field3CB; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox field4CB; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox field5CB; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox fieldCombo; 
private javax.swing.JDialog inputDialog; 
private javax.swing.JButton inputDialogCancelBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton jButtonl; 
private j avax. swing.J CheckBox j CheckBox 1 ; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox jComboBox 1; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabell; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabell O; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabell 1; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel12; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel13; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel14; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabell 5; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel 16; 
private javax.swing.JLabeljLabell 7; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabell 8; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel19; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel2; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel20; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel3; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel4; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel5; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel6; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel7; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel8; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel9; 
private javax.swing.JPanel jPanell; 
private javax.swing.JSeparator jSeparatorl; 
private javax.swing.JSeparator jSeparator2; 
public javax.swing.JToolBar jToolBarl; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox mapLayerCB; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox mapLayerCB 1; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox mapLayerCB2; 
private javax.swing.JComboBox mapLayerCB3; 
private javax.swing.JSpinner numClassesSpinner; 
private javax.swing.JButton openFileBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton pRendererBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton uniqueRBtn; 











import java.io.OutputStream Writer; 
import javax.swing. *; 
I* 
* AttributeTable.java 
*this class is responsible for accessing the features and retrieving the records 
*for display in Table form 




* @author inya onwu 
*/ 
public class AttributeTable extends javax.swing.JDialog { 
private OutputStreamWriter output; 
String results; 
String[] fieldN ame 1; 
String[] fieldValues; 
String[][] data; //collects the values of each cell in the attribute table of the layer 
public static JTable jTablel; 
public Object[] dataTableColumnNames; 
public DataTableModel dataTableModel; 
protected String fileSave = null;//tracks the name of the file that the data is saved 
!**Creates new form wekaSide */ 
public AttributeTable() { 
initComponents(); 
} 
/** This method is called from within the constructor to 
* initialize the form. 
*WARNING: Do NOT modify this code. The content of this method is 
*always regenerated by the Form Editor. 
*/ 
private void initComponents() { 
chooseLayerDialog =new javax.swing.JDialog(); 
getMapLayersCombo =new javax.swing.JComboBox(); 
jLabell =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
cancelBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
okBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
wekaBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
jToo1Bar2 =new javax.swing.JToolBar(); 
saveBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
closeBtn =new javax.swing.JButton(); 
rows= new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
cols = new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jLabel2 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
jLabel3 =new javax.swing.JLabel(); 
chooseLayerDialog.getContentPane().setLayout(null); 
chooseLayerDialog. setTitle(" Select Layer"); 
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chooseLa yerDialog. setBackground( new j ava. a wt. Color( 15 3, 244, 51)); 
chooseLayerDialog.setModal( true); 
chooseLayerDialog.setResizable( false); 
chooseLayerDialog.addWindowListener(new java.awt.event.WindowAdapter() { 
public void windowClosingUava.awt.event.WindowEvent evt) { 
chooseLayerDialog WindowClosing( evt); 
} 
} ); 
chooseLa yerDialog. getAccessibleContext() .setAccessibleParent( this); 
getMapLayersCombo.setPreferredSize(new java.awt.Dimension(29, 22)); 
getMapLayersCombo.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





getMapLayersCombo.setBounds(80, 100, 250, 25); 
jLabell .setText("Choose Layer"); 
chooseLayerDialog.getContentPane().addULabel 1 ); 
jLabell.setBounds(160, 70, 80, 25); 
cancelBtn.setText("Cancel''); 
cancelBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





cance1Btn.setBounds(80, 150, 100, 23); 
okBtn.setText("OK"); 
okBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 





okBtn.setBounds(230, 150, 100, 23); 
saveBtn.setText("Save"); 
saveBtn.addActionListener( new j ava.a wt. event.ActionListener() { 





closeBtn. setT ext(" Close"); 
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closeBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 






wekaB tn. setlcon( new j av ax. swing .Image Icon( ClassLoader. getS ystemResource( "icon/weka 1. GIF"))); 
wekaBtn.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 















II setSize(new java.awt.Dimension(668, 507)); 
pack(); 
private void chooseLayerDialogWindowClosingUava.awt.event.WindowEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
getMapLayersCombo.setSelectedlndex(-1 ); 
private void cancelBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
getMapLayersCombo.setSelectedlndex(-1 ); 
chooseLayerDialog.dispose(); 
private void okBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
getMapLayersCombo.setSelectedlndex(getMapLayersCombo.getSelectedlndex()); 
chooseLayerDialog.dispose(); 
private void getMapLayersComboActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
private void closeBtnActionPerformedUava.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
II TODO add your handling code here: 
dispose(); 
} 
private void saveBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
JI TODO add your handling code here: 
saveFile(); 
rite2File(); 
private void wekaBtnActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
JI TODO add your handling code here: 
} 
if (fileSave !=null){ 
Explorer d = new Explorer(); 
d.getExplorer( fileSave ); 
} 
else 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( this, "NO SAVED DATA AVAILABLE!", 
"ERROR", JOptionPane.ERROR _MESSAGE ); 
/** 
*method for writing the contents of the JTAble to OutputStreamWriter 
*/ 
public void rite2File() { 
//holds the content of the text area 
StringBuffer textTosave =new StringBuffer(); 
int cols = dataTableModel.getColumnCount(); 
int rows = dataTableModel.getRowCount(); 
System.out.println(cols +""+rows); 





textTosave.append( dataTableModel.getColumnN ame(k) +", "); 
textTosave.append("\n"); 
for (intj= O;j< rows;j++) { 
for (int i=O;i<cols;i++) { 
} 
} 
if(i==cols-1){ //replace all comma in the cell values with"-" since file is being saved as .csv 
textTosave.append( dataTableModel.getValueAt(j,i). toString().replaceAll(", ", "-")+ "\n"); 
} else 
textTosave.append(dataTableModel.getValueAt(j,i).toString().replaceAll(",","-") +","); 
//ifStringBuffer is not empty 
if(! textTosave.equals("") && output !'=null) { 
String toFile = textTosave.toString(); 
try{ 
output. write( toFile ); 
output.flush(); 
output.close(); 
} catch(IOException ioe) { 






*method for saving file to disk. 
* 
*/ 
private void saveFile() { 
11 display files 
JFileChooser fileChooser =new JFileChooser(); 
MapFileFilter filter= new MapFileFilter(); 
fileChooser.setFileSelectionMode( JFileChooser.FILES _ONLY ); 
fileChooser .setFileF ilter( filter); 
int result= fileChooser.showSaveDialog( this); 
II ifuser clicked Cancel button on dialog, return 
if (result== JFileChooser.CANCEL _OPTION) 
return; 
II obtain the selected file 
File fileName = fileChooser.getSelectedFile(); 
fileSave = fileName.toString(); 
II display error if file name invalid 
if ( fileName ==null II fileName.getName().equals( 1111 ) ) 
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog( this, "Invalid File Name", 
"Invalid File Name", JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE ); 
else { 
} 
11 save/create file 
try{ 
output= new OutputStreamWriter(new FileOutputStream( fileName)); 
} catch(IOException ioe){} 
}//end saveFile() 
/** 
* Opens a cursor on a map layer and prints the values of each field given the query 
* @param !Layer - a layer on the map 
* @param IQueryFilter- set to null to get all the values 
*/ 
public void viewRecordslnShapefile(ILayer layer, QueryFilter queryFilter) { 
try { 
FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
IFeatureClass featureClass = featureLayer.getFeatureClass(); 
II IFeatureCursor fCursur = featureClass.search(queryFilter, true); 
IFeatureCursor fCursur = new 
IFeatureClassProxy( featureLayer.getDisplayTable()) .search( query Filter, true); 
!Fields fields = fCursur.getFields(); 
int count= fields.getFieldCount(); 
int kount =new IFeatureClassProxy(featureLayer.getDisplayTable()).featureCount( queryFilter); 
System.out.println(kount); 
rows.setText(" "+new Integer(kount).toString()+" "); 
cols.setText(" "+new Integer( count).toString()+" "); 
results = 1111 ; 
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!Field field; 
String[] fieldName =new String[ count]; 
String[] fieldValues =new String[kount]; 
for (inti= O; i <count; i++) { 
} 
field= fields.getField(i); 
fieldName[i] = field.getName(); 
System.out.print(" " + fieldName[i]); 
System.out.print( count); 
results+= fieldName[i] + ","; 
dataTableColumnNames = fieldName; 
System.out.println(""); 
results += "\n"; 
String[][] dataCollect =new String[kount][count]; 
for( inti= O; i<count; i++) { 
fCursur = new IF ea tureClassProxy( feature Layer .getDisplayTab le()). search( query Filter, true); 
updateLayerDropDown(fCursur, i, kount); 
for (int row= O;row<kount;row++) { 
dataCollect[row][i] = data[row][i]; 
} 
//setup a JTable to display the contents of the attribute table 
dataTableModel =new DataTableModel(); 
dataTableModel.setTableData( dataCollect, dataTableColumnNames ); 
jTable 1 =new JTable( dataTableModel); 
jTable 1.setCellSelectionEnabled(true ); 
jTable 1.setCellSelectionEnabled(true ); 
jTable l .setAutoscrolls( true); 
jTablel.setOpaque(true); 
jTablel.setShowGrid(true); 
jTable 1.setAutoResizeMode(jTablel .AUTO_ RESIZE_ OFF); 
jTable l .setVisible(true ); 
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JScrollPane scrollPane =new JScrollPane(jTablel); 
scrollPane.setHorizontalScrollBarPolicy(JScrollPane.HORIZONTAL _SCROLLBAR_ ALWAYS); 
jTable 1.setPreferredScrollable ViewportSize(new Dimension( 500, 200)); 
I I getContentPane().add( scrollPane, j ava.awt.BorderLayout.CENTER); 
getContentPane(). add( scrollP ane, j ava. a wt.Border Layout. CENTER); 
I I dataTableModel.setTableData( fieldN ame,fieldValues ); 
//jTablel.setValueAt(fieldValues[l], 1, 1); 
I /System.out.println(fieldValues[ 4 ]); 
I I results = results.replaceAll(",", "\t"); 
I I datatable.setText(results ); 
} catch (Exception e) { 
System.out.println("Exception " + e.getMessage()); 
!** for populating a jComboBox with the layers in the map 
* 
*! 
public void updateLayerDropDown(JComboBox layerCombo, MapControl map) { 
//Get layer count 
int layerCount = O; 
try { 
layerCount = map.getLayerCount(); 
} catch (IO Exception exl) { 
} 
II Add the map's layer names to a list 
for (inti= O; i < layerCount; i++) { 
try { 
!Layer layer= rnap.getLayer(i); 
String name= layer.getName(); 
layerCombo.additem( name); 
} catch (IOException ex) { 
} 
/**for populating a given JComboBox with the fields in a given layer 
* 
*/ 




FeatureLayer featureLayer =new FeatureLayer(layer); 
int count= featureLayer.getFields().getFieldCount(); 
String[] fieldNames =new String[ count]; 
for (inti= O; i <count; i++) { 
} 
field= featureLayer.getFields().getField(i); 
fieldName = field.getName(); 
if ( fieldN ame. equals( null)) { 
break; 
} 
fieldNamesComboBox.additem( fieldName ); 
fieldNames[i] = fieldName; 
System. out. println( featureLa yer. getDataDetails(la yer. getN ame())); 
} catch (IOException exl) { 
exl .printStackTrace(); 
//returns the geometry type as string 
public static String getGeometryTypeString(int geometryType) { 
switch(geometryType) { 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryAny: return "Any"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryBag: return "Bag"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryBezier3Curve: return "Bezier 3 Curve"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryCircularArc: return "Circular Arc"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryEllipticArc: return "Elliptic Arc"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryEnvelope: return "Envelope"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryLine: return "Line"; 




case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryMultipoint: return "Multi Point"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryNull: return "Null"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryPath: return "Path"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryPoint: return "Point"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryPolygon: return "Polygon"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryPolyline: return "Polyline"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryRay: return "Ray"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryRing: return "Ring"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometrySphere: return "Sphere"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryTriangleFan: return "Triangle Fan"; 
case esriGeometryType.esriGeometryTriangleStrip: return "Triangle Strip"; 
default: return "Unknown"; 
II returns the fieldvalue as string 
public static Object getValue2String(int fieldType, int getField, !Feature feature) throws IOException{ 
int i = getField; 













return new Integer(feature.getOID()); 
case esriFieldType.esriFieldTypeGeometry: 
return getGeometryTypeString( feature. getShape(). getGeometryType()); 
default: return null; 
I** for populating a jComboBox with the fieldvalues of the given field 
* 
*I 
public void updateLayerDropDown(IFeatureCursor fCursur, int getField, JComboBox layerCombo) 
throws IO Exception { 
!Feature feature; 
inti = getField; 
feature = fCursur.nextFeature(); 
int count= feature.getFields().getFieldCount(); 
int fieldType = feature.getFields().getField(i).getType(); 
while (feature !=null) { 
Object fieldValue = getValue2String(fieldType, getField, feature); 
if(fieldValue !=null) { 
} 
System.out.println( fieldValue. toString() ); 
layerCombo.addltem( fieldValue. toString() ); 
feature = fCursur.nextFeature(); 
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/** for populating a String array with the values for each cell in the attribute table 
* @param IFeatureCursor - a cursor on the map feature layer 
* @param col - index of the field/column whose values you want 
* @param rows - total number of the rows in the attribute table 
*/ 




int count= feature.getFields().getFieldCount(); //total number of columns in the attribute table 
data= new String[rows][count]; 
int fieldType = feature.getFields().getField( col).getType(); 
while (feature !=null) { 
Object fieldValue = getValue2String(fieldType, col, feature); 
if(fieldValue !=null) { 
System.out.println( fieldValue ); 




11 Variables declaration - do not modify 
private javax.swing.JButton cancelBtn; 
public javax.swing.JDialog chooseLayerDialog; 
private javax.swing.JButton closeBtn; 
public javax.swing.JComboBox getMapLayersCombo; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel l; 
private javax.swing.JToolBar jToo1Bar2; 
private javax.swing.JButton okBtn; 
private javax.swing.JButton saveBtn; 
private javax.swing.JLabel rows; 
private javax.swing.JLabel cols; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel2; 
private javax.swing.JLabel jLabel3; 
private javax.swing.JButton wekaBtn; 




JAVA CODE FOR RETRIEVING AND DISPLAYING 
This class is responsible for all the methods for accessing and displaying the 
records for each feature on the map layers. To get the auxillary classes, send an email to 
the author at inya@iastate.edu. 
/* 
* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify 
* it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by 
* the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or 
* (at your option) any later version. 
* 
* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR AP ARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the 
* GNU General Public License for more details. 
* 
* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
* along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software 




* Copyright (C) 1999 Len Trigg 





import weka.gui. visualize.MatrixPanel; 
import java.io.File; 
import j ava.awt.BorderLayout; 
import java.awt.event. Window Adapter; 
import j a va. a wt. event.Wind ow Event; 
import java.beans.PropertyChangeEvent; 
import java.beans.PropertyChangeListener; 
import j ava. util.Date; 
import j ava. text.SimpleDateF ormat; 





import java.awt. *; 







*The main class for the Weka explorer. Lets the user create, 
* open, save, configure, datasets, and perform ML analysis. 
* 
*@author Len Trigg (trigg@cs.waikato.ac.nz) 
* @version $Revision: 1.30 $ 
*I 
public class Explorer extends JPanel { 
/** The panel for preprocessing instances */ 
protected PreprocessPanel m _ PreprocessPanel =new PreprocessPanel(); 
/**The panel for running classifiers*/ 
protected ClassifierPanel m _ ClassifierPanel =new ClassifierPanel(); 
/** Label for a panel that still need to be implemented */ 
protected ClustererPanel m _ ClustererPanel = new ClustererPanel(); 
/**Label for a panel that still need to be implemented*/ 
protected AssociationsPanel m _ AssociationPanel =new AssociationsPanel(); 
/** Label for a panel that still need to be implemented*/ 
protected AttributeSelectionPanel m _ AttributeSelectionPanel = 
new AttributeSelectionPanel(); 
/** Label for a panel that still need to be implemented */ 
protected MatrixPanel m_ VisualizePanel = 
new MatrixPanel(); 
/**The tabbed pane that controls which sub-pane we are working with*/ 
protected JTabbedPane m_TabbedPane =new JTabbedPane(); 
/** The panel for log and status messages */ 
protected LogPanel m _ LogPanel =new LogPanel(new WekaTaskMonitor()); 
/** 
* Creates the experiment environment gui with no initial experiment 
*I 
public Explorer() { 
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String date= (new SimpleDateFormat("EEEE, d MMMM yyyy")) 
.format(new Date()); 
m _ LogPanel.logMessage("Weka Explorer"); 
m_LogPanel.logMessage("(c) 1999-2004 The University of Waikato, Hamilton," 
+ " New Zealand"); 
m _ LogPanel.logMessage("web: http:llwww.cs.waikato.ac.nz/-ml/"); 
m_LogPanel.logMessage("Started on"+ date); 
m_LogPanel.statusMessage("Welcome to the Weka Explorer"); 
m _PreprocessPanel.setLog(m _ LogPanel); 
m _ ClassifierPanel.setLog(m _ LogPanel); 
m _ AssociationPanel.setLog(m _ LogPanel); 
m _ ClustererPanel.setLog( m _ LogPanel); 
m _ AttributeSelectionPanel.setLog(m _ LogPanel); 
m _ TabbedPane.addTab("Preprocess", null, m _ PreprocessPanel, 
"Open/Edit/Save instances"); 
m _ TabbedPane.addTab("Classify", null, m _ ClassifierPanel, 
"Classify instances"); 
m _ TabbedPane.addTab("Cluster", null, m _ ClustererPanel, 
"Identify instance clusters"); 
m _ TabbedPane.addTab("Associate", null, m _ AssociationPanel, 
"Discover association rules"); 
m _ TabbedPane.addTab("Select attributes", null, m _ AttributeSelectionPanel, 
"Determine relevance of attributes"); 
m _ TabbedPane.addTab("Visualize", null, m _ VisualizePanel, 
"Explore the data"); 
m _ TabbedPane.setSelectedlndex(O); 
m _ TabbedPane.setEnabledAt( 1, false); 
m _ TabbedPane.setEnabledAt(2, false); 
m _ TabbedPane.setEnabledAt(3, false); 
m _ TabbedPane.setEnabledAt( 4, false); 
m _ TabbedPane.setEnabledAt( 5, false); 
m _ PreprocessPanel.addPropertyChangeListener(new PropertyChangeListener() { 
public void propertyChange(PropertyChangeEvent e) { 
m _ ClassifierPanel.setlnstances( m _ PreprocessPanel.getlnstances() ); 
m _ AssociationPanel. setlnstances( m _ PreprocessPanel.getlnstances()); 
m_ ClustererPanel.setlnstances( m _ PreprocessPanel.getlnstances()); 
m _ AttributeSelectionPanel.setlnstances(m _ PreprocessPanel 
.getlnstances()); 
m _ VisualizePanel. setlnstances( m_ PreprocessPanel.getlnstances()); 
m_ TabbedPane.setEnabledAt( 1, true); 
m _ TabbedPane.setEnabledAt(2, true); 
m _ TabbedPane.setEnabledAt(3, true); 




II m _ PreprocessPanel.setlnstancesFromFile(new File("C:\ \Documents and 
Settings\\gislab\\Desktop\\landuse.csv")); 
setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
add(m _ TabbedPane, BorderLayout.CENTER); 
add(m _ LogPanel, BorderLayout.SOUTH); 
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//this method is added to pass the csv file to W eka Explorer 
public void getExplorer(String file){ 
} 
m _explorer =new Explorer(); 
m _ explorer.m _PreprocessPanel.setlnstancesFromFile(new File( file)); 
final JFrame jf= new JFrame("Weka Explorer"); 
j f. getContentPane() .setLa yout( new Border Layout()); 
jf.getContentPane().add(m _explorer, BorderLayout.CENTER); 




/**variable for the Explorer class which would be set to null by the memory 
monitoring thread to free up some memory if we running out of memory 
*I 
private static Explorer m _explorer; 
/** 
*The size in bytes of the java virtual machine at the start. This 
* represents the critical amount of memory that is necessary for the 
* program to run. If our free memory falls below (or is very close) to this 
* critical amount then the virtual machine throws an OutOfMemoryError. 
*/ 
private static long m_initialJVMSize; 
/** 
* Tests out the explorer environment. 
* 
* @param args ignored. 
*/ 
public static void main(String [] args) { 
try { // use system look & feel 
UIManager.setLookAndF eel(UIManager.getSystemLookAndF eelClassN ame() ); 
} catch (Exception e) {} 
try { 
m_initialJVMSize = Runtime.getRuntime().totalMemory(); 
m _explorer =new Explorer(); 
final JFrame jf= new JFrame("Weka Explorer"); 
j f. getContentPane() .setLa yout( new Border Layout()); 
jf.getContentPane().add(m _explorer, BorderLayout.CENTER); 
jf.addWindowListener(new Window Adapter() { 
public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e) { 







Image icon= Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit(). 
getlrnage( Class Loader. getS ystemResource("weka/ gui/weka _icon. gif ')); 
j f. setlconlmage( icon); 
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if(args.length == 1) { 
System.err.println("Loading instances from"+ args[O]); 
m_ explorer.m _ PreprocessPanel.setlnstancesFromFile(new File( args[O])); 
} 
Thread memMonitor = new Thread() { 







Runtime. getRuntime(). totalMemory()) < 
m_initialJVMSize+200000) { 
jf.dispose(); 
m _explorer = null; 
System.gc(); 
Thread[] thGroup =new Thread[Thread.activeCount()]; 
Thread.enumerate( th Group); 
//System.out.println("No of threads in the ThreadGroup:"+ 
II thGroup.length); 
for(int i=O; i<thGroup.length; i++) { 
} 
Thread t = thGroup[i]; 
if(t!=null) { 

















"Not enough memory. Please load "+ 
"a smaller dataset or use "+ 











"dataset or use larger heap size."); 
System.err.println("exiting"); 
System.exit(- I); 
} catch(InterruptedException ex) { ex.printStackTrace(); } 
memMonitor.setPriority(Thread.MAX _PRIORITY); 
memMonitor.start(); 




System. err. println( ex. getMessage()); 
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